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Masque To Present
'Comedy Of Errors';
Will Run Four Nights
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The Maine Masque's third play of the season, Comedy of
Errors, will be presented next Wednesday evening for a four-night
run. The evening performances will begin at 8:15.
Comedy of Errors marks the first Maine Masque audiences will rememShakespearean production by the ber Jack for his tub scene in Stalag 17
Masque since The Tempest and Prof. and for his fine acting in Night Must
Herschel Bricker, director of the Fall, in which he had the lead.
Maine Masque, has constantly in- Piton System
formed his actors that Comedy, one
The method of staging for Comedy
of Shakespeare's finest comedies, in- of Errors is something which the
volving twenty actors, is a farce and Masque has not used too often. It is
should be done in the lightest, most known as the piton system, in which
easy-going fashion possible.
scenes will be rapidly changed before
Typical Part
the audience's eyes by students of the
Jack Hardy, who plays the role of modern dance club. This scenery was
one of the Dromio twins, has a part designed by Ray Storey and conwhich is perhaps typical of the easy structed by members of the Masque
going attitude of the play. Like his tech crew. Comedy has five acts in
twin, played by Bob Fairweather, he which six different scenes are used.
at times has some not too serious conReviewing some of the actors in the
versations with the audience, and at play: Don McAllister appears as
least once during the play comes off Aeeeon. an old man in search of two
stage into the audience for protection. sons and a wife. McAllister, persistent to the end, eventually succeeds.
Howard Danner makes his first appearance on the Masque stage appearing as the Duke of Ephesus, a politician of earlier days, who finds it his
job to hang McAlister. give a courtezan back a ring, calm the ravings of
the confused wife of one of two twins,
and in general bring law and order
to a city that is beginning to see
1
he Alpha Kappa Chapter of Del- double.
Diana Livi, Barbara Ilvonen. and Joan Delamater, left to right, will be among a group
ta Delta Delta announces its annual Butler Twins
of sorority women modeling spring fashions at the annual Delta Delta Delta fashion show next
Fashion Show to be held Monday, Bill and Paul Butler have the lead
March 22. at 8 p.m. in the Main roles of Antipholus of Ephesus and
Monday afternoon in the Main Lounge of the Union.
Photo by Johnson
I Lounge of the Memorial Union.
of Syracuse. Both newcomers to the
Carlene Lobley, chairman of the Masque, they have shown ability in
show, has organized the program to the technique of acting. Claire Lewis
, include models representing each of portrays a shrewish wife. One sees
the sororities on campus. The models her perhaps with an invisible rolling
,are: Patricia Parsons (head model), pin clutched in her fist.
Margaret Paton. Joan Dilamater, Several freshmen appear in Comedy
Barbara Graham, Constance Doug- of Errors. Caroline Perkins acts as
lass, Noreen Kelley, Cynthia Dunham, a courtezan who has her eye on alAbout 300 University freshmen were pledged to fraternities in the formal rushing ended last Delta Delta Delta; Diana Livi, Al- most every male in the play. Eda
week.
pha Omicron Pi; Arleen Kidder Hayward, who plays the sister of the
Only of the 17 campus fraternities, however, Phi Kappa Sigma and Sigma Chi, tilled their as- Wills. Chi Omega; Betty Tucker, shrewish wife, is involved in the play's
Delta Zeta; Barbara Ilvonen. Pi Beta confusion when her sister's husband
signed quotas.
is trying to make love to her. John
Elaine Welts. Phi Mu.
Phi;
The other houses will continue pledging informally for the rest of the semester.
Eustis and Peter Pierson. also freshmodel
ill
Each
w
girl
four
spring
—4 Following spring vacation, a special Jacobson. George K. Kehler, Robmen, portray merchants.
ensembles from the following stores:
rushing period will be held for fresh- ert J. Morrison,
Hugh 0. PI22222 mer, Goldsmith's and Ben Sklar's in Old Angelo, The Goldsmith
men ineligible for rushing in the Alger
In the role of Angelo. a goldsmith.
P. Reynolds, Jr., Brian A. Town. and Rifles and Cortell-Segal's
period just ended because of point
is Roger Bowman, a junior and a
Schafer. NA Minn' D. Scott, Stanley
Bangor.
in
Standard
The
Shoe
Store
averages below 1.5 but who raised
veteran of the Maine Masque. As a
A. Shaw. It, njamin L. Smith, Ed- will furnish all the shoes displayed
their averages to a minimum of 1.8
at very
timid goldsmith, Bowman has
win H. Soper.
the show.
at midsemester.
shown an excellent conception of the
Working with Miss Lobley on the
The reFults of last week's pledging
DELTA TA1.' DELTA
character he is nlaying. Audiences
Fashion Show committee are: Jean
The six sororities on campus have follows:
.lohn K. Anderson. Richard F. Baswill find his role and acting adding
selected 33 women for membership.
tow, Paul B. Cronin, Gary A. Down- Eastman. Beverly Fowlie, Ann Davis, much to the humor of the play.
ALPHA GAMMA R110
publicity:
Valerie Kewley. commenGirls selected for membership by
I high W. Bartlett, Theodore G. ing. John M. Gustafson, Walter A. tator: Mary MacKinnon, scriptwriter; Norm Andrews. in the role of Dr.
Johnson. Malcolm C. MacDonald.
Pinch, one of Shakespeare's most
the six sororities are as follows:
Farrow, David A. Luce. John D.
Marjorie Mealey. tickets; Joan Geddy,
Alpha Omicron Pi—Marilyn J. Murphy. Bradley W. Suite. Bruce John A. Northrup. Harry R. Peter- posters: Marjorie Robbins. Eleanor fabulous characters, also excellently
son, Willard W. Rice. Jr.. Robert C.
acts a good role. Norm appeared in
1 oaashiiry. Florence E. Raymond. K. Paine, Harold E. l'innt. Bernard
Turner. Glenda Lamkin, properties; smag
Schurman. George A. Smith.
/7 as Schultz. the German
chi Omega—Barbara Berce, Nan- C. Wentworth.
Arlanne MacDonald. Sally Gay. Bev- guard, and
in 'Vight Must Fall. in the
KAPPA
SIGM
crly Heal. clecoration; Joan Reed and opening scene,
McGouldrick. Diane Livingston.
Al.l'HA TAU OMEGA
as the judge.
Paul E. Boucher. Elf111111 j. Camp-. Carlene Lobley. hostesses; Joyce ReyDelta Delta Delta—Marilyn 1. Thomas R. Brackett. Philip L.
Joan Reynolds appears as a servant
Cof- bell Jr., Aram 4— Carabedi:m. James nolds. music: Laura Little,
checker; to the wife of Antipholus of SyraPennell. Joan N. Johnson. Patricia J. fin, Clark A. Connelly, Robert DraR. Ilainer. Philip M. Lehett, 4:lay- Joan Mason. Nancy Sinclair, costume cusc. and Nick
Kearney.
Carter acts as a mergoon. John D. Eustis, George E.
ton W.
Th
as P. Meehan, chairman.
chant in search of payment of a debt.
Delta Zeta—Elva M. Brackett. Fletcher. William M. Hutchinson. Don 11. Milani. W
Tickets for the show are 35 cents
illiam E. NicholThe display window in the Library
Jane A. Cushman, Joyce M. Lyon. Russell W. Kinaman, Bradford Leach. son. Richard
and may be purchased before the for Comedy
11.
l'innett.
Robert
J.
of Errors is in charge
Jean L. Porter, Eleanor P. Small. George F. N1ichelsen. David E. Prmenche
r. Patrick I). Raymond, show as well as at the door. The pro- of Betsy Parker.
Freida J. Clement, Betty Ann Durling. Mosley, Norman F. Nelson. Peter 0.
Ray lllll
E. Richard.
illiam F. ceeds arc to be used for the $100 TriMaude A. Kinney. Jacqueline A. Pierson. Richard F. Rose, William B.
Delta scholarship to be awarded to a
Stimmell, Pierre A. Tougas, Edward A hies. Charles H. Ward.
Wardell, Frances Whalen.
deserving
woman student at the Uni- Campus Positions Open
LAMBDA CIII ALPHA
Phi Mu—Ann Mersereau, Mary G. Touzin, John L. Watson, Lawrence
versity.
tnplieat• .. are no% beiog reE. Mincher, Barbara A. Moore. San- H. Wood.
Arthur W. Brownell, Jerry D. Burceihed
for the no..it•
dra L. Sawyer, Barbara Swann. Jean
of • ditor
BETA THETA PI
kett, Louis S. Cotton, Dean W. Footand Int%itte-.. manager of The
L. White, Penelope Banks. Carlene J.
Harr. IL Burry, Jr., Donald L. man. Merton E. Judkins. James J. Elms Elects Officers
Maine Campus.
Snow.
Burwell. John It. Charles, Norman Kelley, Jr., John T. Luebbers, Edward
Mar. small has been re-elected
All interested students imukt apPi Beta l'hi—Ann Chase. Myra C. Cole. Richard II. Corki-h, Jr., S. Mack. Jr.. Paul G. Meyer. Thomas president of the Elms. New officers
F. Goldman, Joann M. Hanson, Alice Alexander It. DiMatteo. Robert R. L. Saucier. Joseph G. Somers, Jr., are Patricia Sweeney, vice president; pl. before March 2h.
pplicar
Ill ii-t
I.e ent to
L. Osier, Lois A. Whitcomb, Joyce Gray, Robert t. Ileryog. John W. Harry E. Steele, Paul B. Webber.
Gloria 1
g. secretary, and Nancy Stonlent-Eacult.
4!iiinimitt.-4% oui
Carlson, Joan Williams.
Beyer, Wa.lie 0. 11ilff, Phillip V.
(Continued on Page Su.,
Collins, treasurer.
rnblicati011.. 2 Fernald !fall.

Tri-Delt Show
To Give Latest
!Spring Fashions

300 Freshmen Pledge To Fraternities;
Phi Kap And Sigma Chi Fill Quotas

Sororities Hold
Spring Rushing;
Pledges Named
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Suzanne Pooley of the Unt,ersity's
speech department will be the narrator when the University of Maine
Orchestra gives its concert on March
23 in the Main Lounge of the Memorial Union at eight o'clock.
The opening number on the program will be Virgil Thomson's music
from the documentary film. "The
Plow that Broke the Plains.- The
text comes directly from that of the
film.
The major piece by orchestra will
be Haydn's "Farewell Symphony."
Soloist for the evening will be
Patricia Gill, soprano, who will sing
arias by Mozart, Puccini and Strauss.
The concert is open to the public
and there is no admission fee.
Skip a soda for Good Will.

General Student Senate Ratifies
Interscholastic Vandalism Plan

Residents Receive
Pet Questionnaire

Maine Concert
Set March 23

South Apartments residents received questionaires Monday concerning the problem of pets in the area.
according to Mrs. Lewis King, a
neutral member of the committee
studying the matter.
The questionaires contained five
alternatives: 1) get rid of pets right
away. 2) leave things just the way
they are, 3) get rid of all pets by
Sept. 1, 1954. 4) allow all pets to
stay under certain rules for owner
responsibility, and 5) allow no more
pets into the area after Sept. 1. 1954,
letting the ones already here remain
as long as owners remain here.
The sheets are to be filled out and
sent to the Housing Office by March
25, Mrs. King said. The final decision
will be made by the college administration.

FREESE'S
OF B 1:\COlt

The General Student Senate has ratified a four-point interscholastic vandalism plan proposed at a recent Bates Conference.
The plan as accepted by the Senate reads as follows:
1) If any students are caught dam- sion on the matter while President
aging property of a school, they will
be obliged to pay for such damage
themselves.
2) If individual students are not
apprehended but school affiliation can
be proved, then that student body
will be held responsible for the damages.
3) If there is no definite proof as to
who did the damage or from what
school the student came, then the
institution to whom the damage was
done must bear the expense.
Alma L. Merrill, above, has been
4) The student governments of the
chosen by fellow students in the respective colleges shall pledge themSchool of Education to represent selves to cooperate in preventing vanthem at the spring conference of dalism and in working out satisfactory agreements following vandalism.
the Eastern State Association of
The positive action on the plan
Professional Schools for Teachers.
came at the March 9 meeting of the
Miss Merrill has been selected by Senate. The proposal had been tabled
a conference committee to be a at the Feb. 23 meeting and a cornleader in a panel discussion on stu- mittee appointed to investigate the
dent guidance on the collegiate administration's interpretation as to
level. The conference will be held whether the Senate or the University
at the Hotel New Yorker in New would pay if the problem were ever
presented here.
York City March 25-27.
Decision To Wait
Charles Hussey of the committee
Keep trying to get WORO. That
new transmitter will now reach most reported that the administration said it
felt that it should not render a deciof the campus.

Hauck was away. However, it felt
that if the bill were a large one the
University would pay. In general.
though,
the student body would be
t
held financially responsible and the
Senate would have to pay.
The plan will go into effect as soon
as it is approved by all four colleges
in the state.
Social Affairs
In other business, the Senate heard
a report from the Social Affairs Cornmittee. Jurisdiction of the committee
was clarified in relation to the recent
action by the Committee on Administration in placing three fraternities on
social probation.
The social Affairs Committee has
powers concerning only co-ed social
affairs. Since the fraternities had not
violated the regulations with a mixed
group, the Social Affairs Committee
had no jurisdiction over the infractions.
The Committeee is also making a
survey of the faculty concerning chapcroning.
The Winter Carnival week end
showed a profit of $42.28, according
to Alice Rinehart, chairman. Miss
Rinehart also included a list of recommendations in her report to the
Senate.

Union News
The Union movie this week is the
academy award winning picture All
A bout Eve, starring Bette Davis and
George Sanders. Showings will be at
7, 8, and 9 p.m. on Friday, and at 7
and 9 p.m. on Saturday.
The foreign film on March 23 is
39 Steps. Showings will be at 3:15
and 7 p.m.
Don't forget the program of Oper.ztie Enlightenment at 2 p.m. ever
Saturday in the Union. Refreshments
will be served.

Extra Prisms Available
- C17/$11A
ZAPPL.4A6E

,V

will conduct
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

on campus
Mt:rch

I

Persons who signed and paid
for a 1954 Prism may receive
their hook, if they have not received it, in the Office of the
Treasurer, Administration Building.
There are surplus books available for those desiring the publication.

all branches of engineering (AE, CE, EE, ME and
related fields). Also needed are physicists and
mathematicians with advanced degrees.
Fields of activity include DESIGN, RESEARCH,
and PRODUCTION. Your choice of location: Seattle,
Washington or Wichita, Kansas.
A group meeting, first day of campus visit, will
precede personal interviews. Details of openings,
nature of assignments, company projects, etc.,
will be explained. Married students are invited
to bring their wives.
Come and learn about these excellent opportunities with an outstanding engineering organization—designers and builders of the B-47 and B-52
multi-jet bombers, America's first jet transport
and the BOMARC F-99 pilotless aircraft project.
For time and place of group meeting and for
personal interview appointments—Con.3ult your

190% %cud
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PLACEMENT OFFICE

Member Federal Reser.* Bank

ErA7E407410

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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Trust Company
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Bangor Orchestra
Plans Concert Here
Thursday, March 25 Thursday, March 18
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University Calendar

Tolman Room
Sailing Club 7-8
Lown Room
Newman Classes 3-5 p.m.
F. F. A. Room
Cercle Francais
Bumps Room
Forestry Club 7 p.m.
Women's Lounge
Thursday Club 2:30-5
Friday, March 19
Bangor Room
Movie 7 and 9 p.m.
Lown Room
Movie 8 p.m.
Saturday. March 20
Bangor Room
Movie 7 and 9 p.m.
Sunday, March 21
Women's Lounge
A 0Pi tea. 2-4 p.m.
Monday, March 22
Davis Room
Chi Omega 7-8 p.m.
Bangor Room
Dance Club 3-4 p.m.

Tolman Room
Delta Kappa (Jamma 7:30 p.m.
1913 Room
Fashion Show Committee
6:30 p.m.
Main Lounge
Delta Delta Delta Fashion Show
8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 23
Davis Room
Pack and Pine 8-10 p.m.
Panhellenic Council 4:30-5:30 p.m.
Y.M.C.A. 2-3 p.m.
Bangor Room
Foreign movie 3 and 7 p.m.
Tolman Room
I. V. C. F. 6:45-7:45 p.m.
Lown Room
General Student Senate 7 p.m.
F. F. A. Room
Twaggies 7:30 p.m.
Bumps Room
Mrs. Maine 8 p.m.
1912 Room
M.C.A. 3-4 p.m.
Orchestra 7 p.m.

The Bangor Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of A. Stanley
Cayting, will play at an assembly at
the University on Thursday. March
25, Charles E. Crossland, chairman
of the University Assembly Committee, announced today. The assembly
will be held in Memorial Gymnasium
at 9:30 a.m.
For many years the Bangor Symphony has given a concert at a University assembly. This practice was
first established when Prof. Adelbert
5
•
.&Malik
W. Sprague was head of the departMaking plans for the 31st annual Penny Carnival to
ment of music at the University and
he held Saturday evening in the Women's Gym are (l-r) Jane
also conductor of the Symphony. The
Bacon, P. J. Ames, Muriel Verrill, and Ellen Hill.
concert is a popular one with ctudents
and faculty at the University.
Photo by Devine
Founded in 1896, the Bangor Symphony has headquarters in the SymFrosh Banquet Mar. 27
phony House. A. Stanley Cayting.
-Ftv... annual Freshman Banquet will who is director of the Northern Conbe held at 6 p.m. Saturday, March 27. servatory of Music, has been conin the Memorial Gym, William ductor for several years since Prof.
Sprague retired from that position.
"Holidaze- sill be the theme this Green, class president, announced.
Saturday night when the Women's
Athletic Association presents its 31st
annual Penny Carnival in the Women's Gym.
The Gym will be decorated according to the theme. Al Halliday
will supply music for dancing from
8-1 1:30.
The Carnival committee headed by
When you come right down to it, you
cigarettes
Muriel Verrill, has announced that
presidentgames with
smoke
for one simple reason...enjoyguessing
costumes depicting the various holibeen class
your
No
often
!
go-getter
are
!Vie
Luckies
smoke,
real
When fresher, smoother
called a
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
days of the year should be worn.
StrikeI'm
Lucky
cleaner,
better!
is always
Prizes will be awarded for the most
really grand!
brat'A
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts My brand
shucks,they just taste
A taste that's
Why
appropriate costumes. Sears Roebuck,
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Grant's. Olympic Sporting Goods
Liflian FireFtone
Phil W.Elder
University
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
Oklahoma
Store and the University Bookstore
Sal rard College
have donated the prizes to be given
better. First, L.S. M.F.T.—Lucky Strike
5.4
to both students and faculty.
means fine tobacco... light, mild, goodThe Grand March will begin at
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac9:45. Following the Grand March
tually made better to taste better ...
the sinners of the costume contest
%ill be announced.
always round,firm, fully packed to draw
Concessions. costing a cent a try,
freely and smoke evenly.
%ill include a bean-bag toss, pitch the
So, for the enjoyment you get from
penny, dart throwing, and horseshoes.
Refreshments will be on sale.
better taste, and only from better taste,
The Modern Dance Club, the
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
Square Dance Club and the Tumcarton of better-tasting Luckies today.
bling Club will give demonstrations
during intermission to represent the
theme.
Established in 1923 to raise money
for WAA functions, the yearly event
has in the past few years given its
proceeds to the WA A Helen A. Lengy el scholarship.

Penny Carnival
This Saturday

IT'S ALL A MATTER OF TASTE

Proctor Applications

PREFER LUCKIES
COLLEGE SMOKERS
on

Sophomores and juniors wishing to apply for proctor's positions for next year should have
their applications turned in at
the Dean of Men's office, 205
Library, before the start of spring
vacation, Friday, April 2. Dean
John E. Stewart has atllllllHired.
Application forms may be
picked up at that office.

-based
comprehensive survey
A
interviews and super31,000 student
professors-shows that
vised by college
coast
from coast to
smokers in colleges
The
brands!
all other
prefer Luckies to
taste!
better
Luckies
No. 1 reason:

"For the Best in
LIFE INSURANCE"
See
l're-ini II. N1 aln•r5.,'53
and
Kcnnyth P. MacLeod.'17

will tell;
heard that taste
always
lye
trueStrikes
I know it's
And now taste
of Lucky too!
better
you,
The
convince
Will sure
Donald A. Bell
Creighton University

Associates of
114m ard M. Goodwin,'38
General Agent
c.

1.rahant Bldg., Bangor
Tel. 4605

at

TIONAL LIFE
Insurance Company
MONTPELIER
VERMONT

I'll'

IMMO

es

COP/11.. TNIC AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

LIMES TASTE BETTER

CLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER!
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by Ilia Silky

A Change In The System
Following is a broad outline of a plan used in many
colleges and universities throughout the country with a
high degree of success.
We do not feel it is something the University desperately needs. Neither is it something that would
merit nationwide attention followed by numerous magazine articles and learned treatises.
We do feel it is something that would benefit the
University academically to a fairly high degree.
It is an annual rating or ranking of the teachers by
the students who have taken their courses.
In this plan, students in all colleges of the University would fill out rating sheets on the faculty considering such things as lecturing ability, general teaching
ability, value of a course as taught by a particular person, fairness of outside assignments, textbook rating.
and more.
The student would also give a general overall evaluation of the course and make suggestions for possible
improvement.
The tabulated results would have no direct force.
They would only indicate student opinion, give credit
where students think credit is due and point out areas
of improvement with the hope that over a period of
That dang laundry has fouled up again—I don't take chemistry.
lead
would
thing
same
the
on
criticism
years repeated
to its improvement.
This criticism is little more than is done in campus ealo,eltzoncience
bull sessions anyway. This system would only bring
private comments out in the open where they can be
studied and possibly be acted on.
At other places where this system is in effect (such
Then followed a flood of missionaries
To the Editor:
as the University of Connecticut and Rutgers) it has The correspondence "New Thoughts from different European countries
who were not supposed to represent
generated an actual spirit of competition among the On An Old Story" was read with a their
governments, but w ho enjoyed
faculty. Studies of results show teachers compete for great intere,t from a sympathetic all kinds of exterritorial rights with
is ohs iously a hard task
ratings, not by making classes especially any more en- angle. it living
in an ivory tower their fellow businessmen—"Old China
for those
his
for
value
more
student
occupation forces
tertaining, but by giving the
over a long p:riod to realize without Hands" under their
too much understanding what's going for the reason of "security."
time and money.
The missionary works in China are
outiide of their own world.
It is realized that some students would jump at such onChinese
certainly worth noting and deserve
religious
very
‘,.:re
people
a means of getting revenge for a flunked course while for three th,,L.sald years until the appreciation in some respects. But
others would rank a person high and make sure news of middle of the 19ill century when they the whole idea still leads to confusion
were awoken by British cannons and to both Chinese intellectuals and nonthat high ranking got back to the teacher.
themselves forced to buy opi- intellectuals: and probably needs furfound
ratings
However, the overall average of all the
um% from the British government. ther explanation for this old puzzle.
taken together almost invariably has shown the plan is
If anyone who regards security as
his primary importance is a Comtaken seriously and because of that has the desired remunist or an astheistic materialist.
sults.
as Miss Taylor quoted, why are so
make
to
expected
No professor. of course. would be
many noble God-loving people investing billions of dollars on the Korean
any sweeping reorganization of his course based on one
131 MARTHA BOUSFIELD
front?
year's results alone. Yet, a continued deficiency reAND WAYNE JOHNSON
There is certainly a difference beported year after year would be almost certain to be
Que-tion: What do you think the tween a Communist and an atheist.
acted on.
Good Will Che.t quota per person There are a considerable number of
Christian Communists in the world.
This is the only force the ratings should have, noth- should be?
and there are also a large number of
ing mandatory—only recommendations.
atheists who cannot be convinced by
The system gives constructive criticism with the
any principle until it is fully proved
and whose moral standard is usually
hope of improvement in bad areas and deserved recoghigher than some of our "Sunday
nition of good areas.
Christians."
-faculty
It could be administered by some student
In my knowledge there are more
group. entirely by students or entirely by faculty.
atheists fighting against Communism
in China than those easy-going reliHowever, we feel the ratings should be anonymous
gious people because these atheists
public.
and the results made
believe that any principle or religion
That's the plan. Granted, it has drawbacks, but we
should be accepted by one's own
will, not by fon.e. They are really
like it and would like to hear more about it, from both
true crusaders for the freedom of
faculty.
and
students
religion and faith. May God bless
JOE RIGO
them.
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Nancy Witham, '56—I think it
should be $1.50. It's the only drive
and the students should go all out
for it.

P. H. SHENG

To the Editor:
Rumor has it that forthcoming assemblies will take place in the Bear's
Den. Monday morning's attendance
was approximately two hundred students, twenty faculty members, and
several English sparrows. This situation is extremely perplexing especially
in an institution which last semester
designated over six hundred students
as Dean's List material.
For this reason, one can not surmise the lack of attendance is due to
incompetence on the student's part to
comprehend the material presented.
I certainly doubt the above is the case
with the faculty. The sparrows live
in the gym anyway. Thus their presence is neither a credit nor a disGaniel Flanagan, '55—It should credit to the lecturer.
In all fairness to those who do not
be $1.00, for that's all most people
see fit to attend, should 1 conclude
can afford.

18, 1954
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Some Questions
On Headlines
BY ASHER KNEELAND
For two years as a journalism student I have been hearing and reading
about newspaper ethics, fairness,
truth, fear of libel and the responsibility of being completely honest
both in stories and headlines.
After last Friday I think Maine is
the wrong state for this to be taught.
Last Friday three big Maine papers
headlined the McCarthy charges
against Edward R. Murrow by saying McCarthy had "linked" Murrow
with a "red school."
Now headlines have only so much
room—it would have been impossible
to say McCarthy had said he had a
1935 Pittsburg paper naming Murrow
as an American advisor to the Institute of International Education and
calling the Institute a "Communist
propaganda school."
But would it have been too much
to ask for the papers to at least have
fooled around long enough with that
headline to get it to read that McCarthy said Murrow was linked to a
Red school?
Maybe the people who wrote those
headlines were all youngsters who
didn't know what the Institute was.
Maybe they believe it is shading a
story with opinion to say that McCarthy would not even say on his own
that Murrow had been mixed up with
a Red school but quoted a 1935 newspaper.
Maybe they thought it would be
unfair to even mention that McCarthy was not noted for backing up
charges such as the one against Murrow.
I'm not asking why they didn't do
that.
But were they fair to Murrow?
Their headlines gave the impression
that Murrow had been linked to a
Red school even before Murrow refuted that asinine charge. They must
have known it was false.
Those heads should have read
"McCarthy charges such and so."
It was known by those headline
writers—it must have been—that
McCarthy has made the same sort
of innuendoes about everyone who
criticizes him—the Washington Post.
The New York Post. the Milwaukee
Journal, the Christian Science Monitor. Time magazine.
And surely they must have known
how false those charges were. There
are such things as the matter of "two
flat falsehoods" made by McCarthy in
his early investigation of the Voice
of America as named on page 49 of
Elmer Davis's "But We Were Born
Free."
I should think, according to what
I have been taught, that newspapers
would not quote anybody's charges as
the truth until they are proven.
And McCarthy's charges—considering his past batting average—should
be watched even more carefully.
that attendance at such gatherings is
inversely proportional to the number
of intelligent students on campus. As
I see it, the solution lies in out, of
three alternatives.
First, induce the students to display
their intellectual interest (which is
obviously the reason an individual
attends college) and attend assemblies. My second solution which is
definitely a middle of the road policy
would be to replace the erudite and
sometimes eminent speakers, who in
many cases are sacrificing valuable
time to be with us, with a group of
can-can dancers imported from Paris.
And finally as a last resort which
appears inevitable, I would suggest
transfering the assembly funds to the
Union building so that the managment might hire more help to provide
for the overflow of students and
faculty during assembly periods.
THOMAS F. MONAGHAN
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BY RALPH CLARK

was the morning of the Army-Navy game.
o'clock. Dick Walterhouse and I were still in bed. About nine
There was a
knock on the door, and a man in spotted pajamas
came in.
"It was our orange juice—balanced on a tray by Joe
E. Brown.
"it

"He was the owner's guest at the
"I graduated from the Academy in
Manufacturers' Club in Philadelphia June, 1946,
and was married eleven
where we were staying and he just days
later to Virginia Robinson. my
wanted to start the day out right for '0A0'
Manchester, N. H., girl. 'Oao'
the Army team."
stood for 'one and only,'" he said.
Captain Robert A. Chabot is speakFrom the Academy, Capt. Chabot
ing—the 197 pound, 5 foot 10 inch went to the Officers' Basic Course
at
former star of the Army football Fort Benning. In the summe
r of
team—now assistant professor at the 1947. he completed his Jump
School
University's military department.
Paratroopers Training.
"Rabbit"
To Korea
"They called me 'Rabbit' at West
"So I went on occupational duty
Point. I really don't know why except in Korea where I was assigne
d to
that it rhymed with my last name. Charlie Company, 1st Battalion. 32nd
I had a fairly good amount of speed Infantry Regiment in the 7th Divisio
n
in my younger days—I could do the —right on the 38th parallel.
100 yard dash in 10 seconds.
"There I received my 1st Lieuten"That was then," he chuckled.
ant's rating and played a little footBorn in Providence, R. I., on ball. We entered the Rice Bowl
in
March 17, 1923, Capt. Chabot, in his Japan and played the Japanese Allearly days, has lived in Danvers, Stars, a team composed of the best
Salem, and Lovell, Mass. He began American troops in Japan. We won,
school in Manchester, N. H.
by the way, 18-13." he smirked.
"I was always interested in sports—
"In the 7th division, I knew Major
started baseball in the sixth grade," General Dean. Dick Kinney,
one of
he said. "In high school I played Army's great baseball men, and
I used
The Rabbit: -That was then. ."
football, basketball, and baseball, and to play ping-pong at the
General's
before I graduated from high school home. The regimental comma
Korea
time
in
for the Korean conflict, five and willing workers on most any
nder
in 1941, I was co-captain of the all- used to go to the General's
"I served with the regiment until class project," Capt. Chabot added.
home to
state football team."
visit and he took some of us along.
1951, and then I returned to the offiFrom high school, Capt. Chabot It provided a chance for the General
advanced course at Fort Bencers'
went to the New York Military to meet the officers and the officers to
fling.
From there I came to Maine.
meet
the commanding general."
Academy on an athletic scholarship
for two years followed by six months
"When the boys at Sigma Phi EpsiCapt. Chabot returned to the States
at Bradden's Academy.
lon invited me to be their chapter
in the winter of 1949.
West Point
advisor, I was very pleased. FraBack To Korea
ternities do not exist at West Point
"It was then I got my principal appointment to West Point from Sena- "I joined the 11th Airborne at Fort and the experience with the fraternity
Campbell, Kentucky, and stayed with has given
me great experience.
tor Styles Bridges. I entered the
it until the 187th formed in regime
n"I have found my association with
Academy in July, 1943.
tal combat. I received my present
the faculty and students at Maine
'I was on the undefeated football
rating, Captain, and headed back
to very pleasant. Students are cooperasquad of 1944 and 1945 and the undefeated baseball team of 1944. I
•
played right halfback with the alltime greats Glen Davis, Otto Tucker,
Jack Greene, 'Doc' Blanchard. Barne!.. Poole, and Hank Folberg," Capt.
Chabot reminisced.
No matter where we went on our
games, the oddity of the West Point
uniform with its high collar gave us
is opening a
some interesting and often embarrassing incidents.
"Here, Boy"
"Once, at the Hotel Astor, I was
misrepresented as a bellhop. I never
lived it down. The boys just called
38 Main St.
Orono
me 'Here, boy' from then on.
"Then I remember the time we
played cards with Frank Sinatra on
the train while we were on our way
to the Army-Navy game. That was
Watch this paper for date
early in Frank's career. We met some
interesting people," Capt. Chabot
continued.

The sailing club, recently passed
for official recognition by the Committee on New Student Organizations.
is holding its first meeting of the
spring season tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Totman Room of the Union Building.
The meeting is an introduction to
the course which will be presented
through the spring for those interested
in learning to sail. Movies on college
racing donated by Sailing Master
Wood of M.I.T. will be shown. Club
adviser, Don Taverner, will be present
and give a short talk on the club's
accomplishments to date.
Up to this time, the sailing club
has functioned as an informal racing
group. It is hoped that with official
recognition the club will be able to
extend its activities to intramural
racing and pleasure sailing for those
who do not race. The club will also
teach non-sailing members how to
sail.
For those who are already proficient in sailing, informal discussions
on racing rules and tactics will be
held.

'Pine Tree Hop' Mar. 26

Sure as the tortoise...

The All-Maine Women will
sponsor a "Pine Tree Hop" Friday, March 26, in the Main
Lounge of the Union, from 811:30 p.m.
The cost of this stag dance
will be 250 per person. A Scotch
Auction with prizes will be held.

fast as the hare...

LaBeau's T.V. Center
RECORD ANNEX

"OLD HOME
BREAD"

Home for Easter...
•

IIILLSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of March 15, 1954
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To

DIANE LIVINGSTON
For her excellent work as chairman
of Religious Emphasis Week

•

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

Peoilk Say —
/jam cc.,scdi1ci PARK'S

PARK'S
Mill Street

The recipient of this award is entitled to

HILLSON CLEANERS

HARDWARE
& VARIETY

18 Mill Street

Orem°, Maine

•

Orono 63647

by GREYHOUND

Portsmouth, N. II.
Boston, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Providence, R. I.
Springfield, Mass.
Hanford, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Albany, N. Y.

$5.15
New York, N. Y.
$6.45
Trenton, N. J.
$7.40
Washington, D. C.
$7.70
Bridgeport, Conn.
$8.60
Syracuse, N. Y.
$9.30
Cleveland, Ohio
$9.80
Detroit, Mich.
$10.95
Chicago, Ill.
Plus U.S. Tax

$10.95
$12.35
$16.00
$10.05
$14.10
$21.35
$23.90
$28.75

Big Extra Savings on Round Trip Tickets
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
Peter's Restaurant

158 Main St.

Bangor

Phone 3000

GREYHOUND
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Frats Pledge 300 Frosh
(Continued from Page One)

SIGMA CHI
Peter G. Hither, Waldo W. Brooks,
PHI ETA KAPPA
Jr.. Robert E. Cruickshank, Thomas
Earl L. Adams, Duane H. Dow, P. Franco, David R. Goodwin, Robert
Thomas W. Eldridge, Fred W. W. Hastings, Lewis Janicola, Marshall
Irish, Scott A. Kelly, Wesley H. S. Main. Kenneth M. Nelson, Jr..
Kilbrith, Karl V. Kraske, Richard James N. Noonan, Jay R. Pease, RobE. Libby, Robert W. Libby, George ert D. Prescott, Gearry L. Ranger,
J. Meehan, Robert J. O'Neil, Mal- Leslie H. Smith, Daniel T. Stevens,
colm D. Smith Jr., John T. Stan- Robert W. Swift, Paul E. Taiganides,
den*ick, Joel P. Stinson, Lew B. Stuart L. Vanderoff, Dan F. Vernon,
Taulane, Clifford P. Tiffany. Rob- Floyed W. Warren, Arthur G. Westenberger. John B. White.
ert M. Wilshire.
SIGMA NU
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Wilbur L. Allen, Frank E. Besse,
David T. Altshuler, Thomas R.
Cashman, Eben B. DeGrasse, Harold Jay J. Bloomer, Donald Bryant,
F. Hutchinson, Jr., Glen M. Larson. Richard A. Collins, Richard V. DilFred L. Leighton, Stuart W. Mac- lenbeck, Robert G. Duckworth,
Laggan, David P. Racine, Lawrence Lawrence J. Fitzgerald, Franklin C.
T. Ronco. Reno L. Roy, John P. Haskins, Edward D. Hill, Robert A.
Russell, Eugene E. Toothaker.
Jones, Leo G. Lee, Maurice Littlefield, Edgar E. Mareiniss, Robert
SIGMA
KAPPA
PHI
John R. Buzzell, Ralph M. Cleale, Metzger. William B. Moore, ThomDavid L. Cole, Benjamin W. Day, as E. Neenan, Hartley M. Peakes,
Wilson T. Dyer, Robert C. Fuehrer, Nicholas H. Pendleton, Rodney A.
Robert J. Gibbs, Leon P. Kozikow- Shaw, and Winston L. Smith.
ski, Douglas E. Lee, Frank S. LinSIGMA PHI EPSILON
Robert A. Chick. John J. Driscoll,
nell, David H. Marston, Fred C.
Newhall Jr., Rogers Remick, Ster- Fred D. Gordon, Robert H. Heise,
ling W. Seamans, Richard T. See- Everett J. Hendrickson, Stephen
In the bar room scene in "Cat Black," the movie being made by the Masque, are, left to
ord, Alden G. Small, H. William Hyatt, Robert C. Lovell, David F.
right,
Beth Bedker, Arvard Forsman, Roger Bowman. Betsy Pullen, Joan Reynolds, Jack Hardy,
Mason,
Hazen
Arthur
H.
Sterritt, H. Kenneth Walters, Les- McHugh.
Tom
Stephenson,
Ralph Stevenson, and Don McAllister.
Salmon,
Louis
Edward
I.
Merrill,
K.
Photo by Snell
Wilson.
D.
Clement
lie C. Witham,
P. Shane, Roger A. Sprague, Hollis
DELTA
PHI MU
A. Tillson. William F. Walker, Bruce
Paul R. Buckley, Mario G. ChiaraBeckley Jr., Richard N. Cloutier
A. Whitney, and Donald L. Whitten.
String Quartet Presents
J.
Wesley
Emery,
H.
velotti. Philip
Reginald G. Collins, William C.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
English. Robert 0. Gerry. Hamilton
Johnson, Gordon P. Skillin. Fred. Union Concert Sunday
Charles L. Boothby, George G. crick W. Tingley, Richard SimW. Grant, William A. Green, SterlDavid
Goodwin,
Harold
F.
McIntire,
Cooper,
ing W. Huston, Blynn C.
Haydn's First Quartet in B Flat
nions.
E. Scott Marshall, Alphege J. Martin, Lang. John MacGregor. Richard S. The following names
Major Opus 1 No. I will be the most
hale
been
John P. Nolan, Kenneth Rand, Frank- Pollard, Charles D. Sutton, and
V.Ith the annual Good Will Chest extended work which the String
added to fraternity pledge lists aflin P. Smith. Jr., Alton R. Sparks, John L. Thomas.
drive
set to start Sunday. April 18. Quartet from the advanced classes in
ter
the
original list had been posted:
Andrew Terkelsen, Peter S. ThompTAU EPSILON PHI
the
allocations
committee has com- ensemble at the University will play
son, Paul E. Trask.
Richard P. Alin, Philip E. Forbes, Alpha Gamma Rho: Carlton L. piled a list of charities to receive on Sunday afternoon. March 28, at
Fitzgerald.
Robert
0. Hawes. Victor
Henry E. Goldman. Daniel I. Jacobs,
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
fu
four o'clock in the Main Lounge of
J. Hoyt. Kenneth J. LaFlamme, Hugh
the Memorial Union.
George W. Brooks, Thomas C. Robert Margolin, Carl G. Mueller,
The
list
was
presented
to
the
Chest
C. Smith.
Carmichael. Robert A. Coupe, Doug- George A. Musson, Robert Maxwell,
The Quartet is composed of FredBoard of Governors at a meetir.g
Beta Theta Pi: Walter J. Irwin.
las A. Lothrop, George 0. McCub- Robert Stack, Wilfred B. VanGieson,
erick Anderson and Sidney Cronsyesterday afternoon.
Delta Tau Delta: Frederick N.
rey, William J. Manck, Peter B. and David A. Ziblatt.
This year the World University Ser- berg, violins; Faith Wixson. viola and
THETA CHI
Dow, Donald F. Jennings.
Oakes, Theron C. Sparrow, John
vice
will receive 50 per cent of the Margaret Dow. violoncello. The
Kappa Sigma: S. Thurlow CoopRalph L. Austin. Kenneth F.
H. Stansfield.
Good
Will funds. WUS is an organi- group is conducted by William Sleeper.
zation working without prejudice to er.
Lambda Chi Alpha: Arthur S. AlThe program covers a wide range
race and nationality that encourages
len, Louis X. Ball, Warren L. ChetLATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
and supports students and professors of works extending over five centuley, Keith S. Diffin. Hugh M. Marshto meet the basic needs of the univer- ries: A Ricercar by Andrea Gabrieli.
all.
Three Ayres by John Jenkins, The
sities throughout the world.
Phi Ent Kappa: Otis D. Anthony.
Haydn Quartet, a slow movement
With
its
headquarters
in
Geneva.
Thomas L. Brindley, Jr., Gary W.
conducts from Tchaikovsky's Quartet in D MaSwitzerland,
WUS
annually
Barker, Charles E. Cameron. Walter
fund-raising and educational cam- jor, the well known "Andante CantaW. Flint. Donald H. Hackett.
paigns on more than 700 American bile,"
Phi Kappa Sigma: Gordon E.
campuses. It receives almost all of
Bryant, David A. Ober, Garret F.
its support from colleges and uniA campus emergency fund out of
VanWart. Jerry W. Vincent.
versities.
which comes financial aid in the event
Phi Mu Delta: Lawrence D. Dear5TRF
I N D
Eleven per cent of the Chest's of any misfortune such as a fire on
BANGOR
born. Philip A. Dugas, Dana T. Hagmoney
will go to the Save the Chil- campus will receive an eleven per cent
°BONI)
erthy, William G. Lothrop, Richard
March 20-21.22-23
dren Federation. The Federation was donation.
S. Offenberg. Orville A. Yoder.
at., Sun., Mon.. Tue..
begun as an organization to serve
This fund was used in the past to
Thurs., Mar. 18
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Eric Simms. underprivileged children without re"RED GARTERS"
aid
the students who were burned out
Palance
Technicolor
in
Sigma Chi: Richard R. Jones, Rob- gard to race, color or creed. It works
Joan Fontaine. Jack
in a North Dorm fire in 1949-50. Last
Rosemary Clooney, Jack
Technicolor
ert
T.
Marshall,
George
F. Tillson. in foreign countries as well as in the
in
year aid was given to a family on
Carson. Cass Daley, Guy
Melvin L. Tukcy.
United States, providing food, cloth- campus whose child was suffering
-FLIGHT TO TANGIERSMitchell.
Sigma Nu: John R. Castor. John ing. schooling and medical aid to from leukemia.
6:30-8:30
Mar. 24-25-26
C. Lee, Henry Swan.
needy children.
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
Under a miscellaneous fund, reSigma Phi Epsilon: Howard R. The United Negro College Fund.
"FLIGHT NURSE"
ceiving 17 per cent of the Chest's
Alden, Richard T. Ackerman, Robert which helps support 32 Negro
Joan Leslie. Forrest Tucker
col- money, is a list of charities that w ill
B. Low, Donald E. Mott.
Fri. & Sat., Mar. 19-20
leges and universities in the United each get gifts.
Tau Epsilon Phi: Richard W. States, has also been approved as a
Howard Keel, Kathryn Grayson
Although these were not listed in
Schindler.
in Ansco-color
recipient of Chest money—receiving the committee report. the
organizaTau Kappa Epsilon: Malcolm H. 6 per cent.
tions usually placed here include such
"KISS ME KATE"
Knapp. Melvin T. McClure. Lee E.
A fund established to give financial charities as Red Cross,
BANGOR
Maine Cancer
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:35
Murch.
aid to foreign students attending the Society, Maine Heart
Association.
March 19-20, Fri., Sat.
Theta Chi: Lionel X. Marcotte, University will receive 5 per cent of March of
Dimes, and the Orono
'
PITTSBURGH"
Richard H. Simmons.
the
allocations.
Twins, community house-Hi-Y fund.
John Wayne, Randolph Scott.
Sun.& Mon., Mar. 21-22
Marlene Dietrich
•
"JACK MeCALL,
Lucille Ball, Desi Arn,2;
DESPERADO"
in Ansco-color
in Technicolor
"THE LONG,LONG
George Montgomery. Angela
TRAILER"
Stevens. Douglas Kennedy
Job (Importunities for the College Graduate 1951
Mar. 21-22-23
c.un. Matinee 3:00: 6:30-8:311
Sun.. Mon., Tues.
•SECRETARIAL—International Studies, Business
Admin.. Economics,
"HIS MAJESTY O'KEEFF,"
starting Fri.. Mar. 19
Engineering, and Science
in Technicolor
for 6 dB,.
Burt Lancaster. Joan Rice
Tues. &Wed., Mar. 23-21
•TECHNICAL --Math, Chemistry, Biochemistry.
Drafting, and
"GO FOR BROKE"
Radford.
Catherine
Lacey
Basil
I., Cinema-cope
Biology
Van Johnson and the Heroes of
By Request
the 42nd Regimental Combat
"BENEATH THE TV. ITN
•CLERICAL
—Editorial, Administrative, Personnel, Pun hosing.
Team
"TIGHT LITTLE ISLAND"
MILE REEF"
and Research
Mar. 24-25, Wed., Thurs.
6:30-8:27
"THE EDDIE CANTOR
starring Robert Wagner and
STORY"
For further information call or write
Terry Moore
in Technicolor
Thurs., Mar. 25
starring Keefe Brasselle
Matinee 60e, Evening 74e
PERSONNEL OFFICE
Fernando 1 amas. Arlene Dahl
(as Eddie Cantor) and
in Color
Marilyn Erskine
77 Maki.
( a els bridge, Mass.
tax inc.
UN4-6900, Ext. 3256
"SLIGHT CASE OF
"THE DIAMOND QUEEN"
LARCENY"
3257
Continuous from 1:30 daily
Or 'our Placement Office
6:30-8:27
Mickey Rooney, Eddie Bracken

Good WiI I Chest
Lists Charities

yo.
PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY
BIJOU

1

I

PARK

Opera Nouse

ISSICHUSETTS !MIME OF TECHNOLOGY
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Athletic Awards Presented At Banquet

BY PALL 1-ERRIGNO
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Numerals And
Letters Given
To Sixty-Three

Let's take time out to extend a
hearty farewell to a great guy, Dr.
Rome Rankin. who retires after four
long and mernorious years as Maine's
basketball coach.
Rome took over the reins temporarily during the 1949-50 campaign,
Sixty-three letters and numerals
and while not producing any record
breaking teams, he always had a club
were awarded to varsity and
which exhibited the true Maine spirit
freshman
basketball players,
in victory and in defeat.
trackmen and skiers at the annual
His warm personality and friendWinter Sports Awards Banquet
ship will last a long time in the memWednesday evening.
ories of the players he coached, and
The banquet, which was held in
most anyone he ever came in contact
the New Cafeteria, was highlighted
with.
by speeches and award presentations
by the various coaches.
Rankin will now he able to settle clown and concentrate more
The following awards were made:
on his duties as Director of
Varsity Basketball—Donald ArPhysical Education and Athletics
nold, John Dana, Albert Daniels,
here. We extend a hearty but
Charles Folsom, Keith Mahaney. Rob.orrowful goodby to a great coah
ert Nixon, Michael Polese, Thomas
and a great guy—Dr. Rome
Seavey, Joseph Saunders, and Alan
Rankin.
Philbrick. Numerals—Richard Alin,
Paul Buckley, Howard Cohen, LawOver the week end we were forturence Fitzgerald, Sterling Huston.
nate enough to be able to take in the
Robert Jones, Richard Libby, Douglas
NIT final in New York City. All
his year's University of Maine varsity pitchers are out to dispell the old theory pitchers
Lothrop, Alphege Martin, Paul
the credit in the world should go to
Meyer, George Musson, David Ober,
can't hit. Waiting their turn for a crack in the batting cage in the field house are, left to right,
the Holy Cross quintet for their stirFranklin Smith, H. William Sterritt,
John Dana. Chan CoddinQton, Blain Trafton, and Charlie Otterstedt.
ring upset over highly rated DuPhoto by Johnson
Eugene Toothaker, and assistant manquesne.
agers
Thomas Brackett, John Heyer.,
Although Togo Palazzi. the CruEdward Mack, and Donald Whitten.
saders' great forward, received unsurVarsity Indoor Track—William
mountable but deserving publicity,
Calkin,
Bradford Claxton, Colwyn
the Cross's effort was by no means a
Haskell. Paul Hanson, Paul Firlotte,
one man performance. The chamEdward Touchette, William Meyer,
pionship game was a team victory
Chellis Smith, Edward Bogdanovich,
for the New Englanders with little
After cruising along for almost it has been Phi Gam in the role of
and William Johnson. Numerals—
basis to choose an outstanding player. three fourths of the season with an
"the spoiler" once aeain as their vicDonald Burwell, Thomas Eldridge,
However, the fabulous Togo really unblemished record, Phi Eta Kappa tory over the Phi Eta's was a well
Track conscious Phi Eta Kappa Harry Folster, Robert Hastings. Irwin
earned the MVP award in the semi- was beited from the unbeaten ranks deserved one, leaving no doubt in
continued
to dominate intramural Hyman, Karl Kraske, Frank Linnell,
Phi
Gam,
by
58-47,
then.
and
one anyone's mind as to who was the
finals when he fired 32 markers
running
and
field events this year, Ronald Marsh, George Meehan, Scott
through the hoop against second seed- night later, submerged to third place winner.
capturing both the Charles Rice Cup Kelly, William Loenen, David Racine,
by a fiehtirg Sigma Nu club, 62-55.
ed Western Kentucky.
Meanwhile, Sigma Nu was the big and the Intramural meet last Saturday Joel Stinson, Stuart Vanderoef, and
The two Phi Eta setbacks moved talk around Intramural circles last
assistant managers Robert Cattley and
Against Duquesne a beautifulChi, which has been waiting for week as they rung up their seventh afterroon.
Sigma
Donald Michaud.
ly designed defense proved the
Phi Eta, which copped the relays
Winter Sports—Ralph Chase, RobDuke's undoing. The Crusaders the leaders to falter, into the lead and eighth straight wins. On Tuesday two weeks ago, romped home with
game3 left to play.
they amassed the largest total for a
ert
Irish, John Knowles, Bruce Reed,
magnificently boxed out such ace with just two
571
/
2
points to 41 points for second
At this moment. the Sigma Chi's squad in a single game this year as
Wesley Scrone. Roy Selland, William
rebound scorers as All-American
place
Sigma
competition
Chi
in
for
appear to be heading for the cham- they mauled TEP, 116-38. and came
Dick Ricketts, Jim Tucker, and pionship
the cup. Phi Gamma Delta tallied L. Johnson. AMA Award—Robert
with case as their two reMortimer.
Green.
Si
They completely shut maining games are against a mediocre back the following night to pull what 12 points for a distant third.
out Duque.ne under its offensive ATO squad and a very weak TKE perhaps is the upset of the year by Win With Ease
thoroughly beating Phi Eta.
backboards.
In the intramural division Phi Eta
five. Sigma Chi passed their two
Phi Mu Delta. last year's cham- amassed 58 points easily doubling the '
The big board cleaner and perhaps serious obstacles last week, coming
pions, have been bowling over opthe reason for the Holy Cross victory from behind to topple Lambda Chi, ponents like ten pins and are currently 25 point score of Phi Gam's Fijis, a
surprise second. Sigma Chi took third
52-48
was 6' 6" sophomore center Tom 63-60, and then punching out a
second with 13-2. During the week
Heinson who time and again limited overtime triumph over tough Kappa they rolled over Beta, 53-28, and honors with 24 points.
Bobby Irish and Wes Scrone,
Phi Eta's depth proved too much Maine's
the Dukes to a mere one shot at Sig.
varsity ski co-captains.
Lambda Chi, 56-35.
for Sigma Chi's big winners, Bill brought Coach
Phi Gam Hot
their basket.
Ted Curtis' winter
Kappa Sig, which lost a real heart- Calkin and Bill Johnson, to overcome.
Looking back again over the week.
All in all, it was a great ending to
breaker to Sigma Nu in over time, Although Catkin, Maine top indoor sports schedule to a successful cona successful season for the Crusaders
has slipped into sixth place with a point totaler, gained 13 points for his clusion last weekend.
Except for a few probable indiwho finished the campaign with only
10 and 3 ledger, a half game behind fraternity the points may prove to be
vidual
entries in a downhill and slalosses to Notre Dame and ConnectiSigma Nu's 11-3 record.
costly for the fleetfooted junior pulled
cut blotting their record.
a leg muscles in one of the running lom event the first week of April at
Bald Mountain the ski season here is
In addition to the NIT title the
events.
Cross is the holder of the Sugar
Coke Haskell came home first in Over.
Last Sunday Irish won top indiBowl Classic held in New Orleans
the 1000 and 600 yard runs and took
Harold Westerman. head coach second place in the 31) yard run to vidual honors in a field of 35 conduring the Christmas holidays. PalazCompetition is keen as the intraof varsity' football. .
71 also received the Most Valuable mural handball schedule nears to a
pace Phi Eta in the scoring for the testants during the Penobscot Valley
that men interested in play- cup.
today
Ski Club sponsored annual Golden
Player honors in the southern tourney. close with Phi Mu Delta leading in
Pete Werner, who garnered first Ski races at Bald Mountain.
Connecticut must be in high spirits the Southern League and Sig Ep and ing varsity football next fall reIrish accumulated the best time in
as they hold a 78-77 victory over the Dunn 2 deadlocked for the sunberth gardless of previous experience place in the shot put and also took
will meet in the Lown Room of seconds in the hammer and discus, both the two-heat slalom and
Cross this year. A two handed set in the Northern League.
downon Tues- and Brad Claxton, who netted a first hill grinds. Scrone, a junior,
the Memorial Un'
by Worthy Patterson with a second
recorded
Probably the most important game
remaining gave the UConns the upset left on the schedule is between Sig day, March 30, at 7:30 p.m. in the 300 yard run, a second in the the fourth best time in a 19 mile cross
Plans for the 1954 season and 50 yard dash, and a third in the broad country race at Andover, competing
triumph.
Ep and fourth place Corb 2. which has
w ill be discussed.
spring
jump, were the top men for Phi Gam. against some of the best in the East.
Speaking of the Huskies they only two defeats.
were recently eliminated from
A twosome of Clay Beal and Ken
the NCAA tournament iii the Woodsum have proved to be too much
tir.t game by a strong Navy squad for any other team in the Southern
%.hich won another game before League and have sewed up the crown
bowing to La Salle and terrific for Phi Mu.
Tom Cola.
The Standing.:
Phi Eta Kappa on the strength of in the Intramural meet earning 32 basketball crown and has a good
On the local scene; after an upset
Northern league
73 points acquired in the Intramural points.
showing in handball, will be breathfilled campaign the Fraternity basketWon
Lost
Team
track meet last weekend forged ahead
Closely behind the top three is ing down
the leader's neck. However.
1
has
division
finally
7
been
ball
leveled
SPE
in the race for the Benjamin C. Kent Phi Gam which nipped Sigma Chi for
the
Phi
1
Eta's
7
Dunn 2
to a definite leader.
All Point Trophy.
themselves, while not
second in track with 651
/
2 points.
2
6
It is almost a sure bet that SigBTP
Phi Eta has amassed a sum total Phi Gam by gaining the runner up producing a champion in either sport.
2
ma (:hi will bee
• the 1953-54
5
Corb 2
of 117 points to date which does not position in Saturday's meet garnered have made extremely favorable showss itlia lone defeat, to
2
6
TKE
hang
include basketball and handball results 35 points which was added to 20 ings which may give them a slim lead
Southern League
Phi Eta, on their record. The
1
2 over the Sigma Chi's.
which will be completed in about two points earned in football and 10/
Phi Mu will definitely rise into conpoints in skiing.
Lost
Won
iguuia (his were the only team
Team
weeks.
Rounding out the first five is Phi tention as they are having a winning
0
PMD
8
to stirs he the epide • • of upsets
Close Battle
2
plaguing the league all y rar man6
PEK
Battling nip-and-tuck for the sec- Mu with their total of 55 points for season in both handball and basket2
7
HW
aging to pull a few of their own
ond slot is Kappa Sig and Sigma Chi last fall's football championship in ball. In handball Phi Mu has a spotless record thus far and is on top in
2
7
/
2 and 69 respec- the fifth slot.
with a total of 691
earlier in the sea.on.
SC
their division.
tively. Kappa Sig's main asset has Race Closer
Sigma Chi has only two games left
When the final results of the handKappa Sig and Phi Gam will both
Ed BogJanovich, Maine's outstand- been its fine showing in football
and both are against second division
competition. There is still a chance ing fullback, punted 42 times last where they earned 45 points. Mean- ball and hoop seasons are in the race be hurt by mediocre handball camof an upset which would be a tre- year for a total of 1,447 yards and an while Sigma Chi, which is usually a should tighten up considerably. Sig- paigns despite superb basketball seatrack power, had to settle for a third ma Chi. which is on its way to the sons.
average of 34.5 yards per punt.
mendous one.

Phi Gam Topples Phi Eta Kappa Phi Eta Takes
As Sigma Chi Grabs Hoop Lead Track Trophies;
Phi Gam Second

Scrone And Irish
End Great Sesaons

Fight Close In
Handball Sets

Spring Football Call

Track Sweep Puts Phi Eta In Trophy Lead
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University Society
BY HILDA STERLING

Phi Mu sorority was entertained by the Bangor Alumnae group
last Tuesday evening at a dinner in the Women's Lounge of the
Union Building. Mrs. Henry Doten was toastmistress. Speakers
for the evening were Mrs. Mary Small of the alumnae group, and
Pat Twomey, president of the active chapter. Judy Owen introduced the new pledges, and Judy Hight led the group singing.
Mrs. Josephine Dorweiler. nation- Malcolm Speirs; Barbara Brown to
al president of Alpha Omicron Pi, Alan Philbrick.
visited the Maine campus last week.
During her stay, Mrs. Dorweiler held
conferences with the chapter's officers, pledges, advisors, and alumnae.
A tea was given in her honor Thursday afternoon, and she had the opportunity to meet the other sorority
presidents at a supper Friday evening.
Mrs. Harold Edoff, president of
District V of Phi Mu, visited the
active chapter last Thursday and Friday. While at Maine, Mrs. Edoff held
conferences with active members of
the chapter and attended a dinner
with Mrs. Dorweiler and the Panhellenic Council.
The new pledges of Pi Beta Phi
and their sorority mothers enjoyed an
informal get together Saturday afternoon.
The Mrs. Maine Club will meet
Tuesday evening, March 23, at 8
p.m. in the Bumps Room of the Union
Building. Entertainment will be provided by Pat Gill, Janice Lord, and
Gail Lyons. Refreshments will be
served. Hostesses will be: Nancy
Young, Jane Pepin. Natalie Pierpont, Skippy Oakes, Joan Cook,
Margie Olson, Doreen Staples, Carolyn Robinson, Pat Rogers. and
Cora Holbrook.
Pinned;
Bill Meyer, Lambda Chi Alpha, to
Ruth Clapp; Jim Gilson, Lambda
Chi Alpha, to Gwen Brant; Bob
Fales, Phi Gamma Delta, to Pat Parsons; Ed Hall. Beta Theta Pi, Bowdoin. to Ann Chase; Hal Shaller,
Lambda Chi Alpha, to Tem Dawyot, New York City; Wayland
Shands, Alpha Gamma Rho, to Lois
Cassidy; Roy Cummings. Sig Ep. to
Ann Thomas.
Engaged:
Ruth Beal to Bob Storni; Joan
Holk lid. East Hartford, Conn.. to
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Thon, Landeck, Muir To Present Art Exhibits Here This Month
Are srsi missing something? Do
you take advantage of the opportunities that come your way?
The Art Department presents a
new exhibit every month which is
open for all to see. True, not all
people love art, but everybody talks
about art, either praising it or condemning it. Many people state opinions without seeing recent paintings.
This month the Art Department
has especially arranged a combination of modernistic and realistic art

for the public to view and compare.
William Thon, currently teaching
at Norton Gallery and School of Art,
West Palm Beach, Florida. has a
selection of modern watercolors on
display. Thon is a resident of Port
Clyde, Maine.
Armin Landeck, a well known
graphic artist for 25 years, presents
a collection of his works of the
realistic type. Among his awards and
honors, Landeck belongs to the Society of Graphic Arts, Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and the Institute ot
Fine Arts.
William Muir, of Stonington, Maine,
is also presenting a collection of his
wood sculptures.

Phi Eta Elects
Donn Littlefield has been elected
president of Phi Eta Kappa. Other
officers are Mert Robinson, vice president; Charles Casey, secretary; and
Francis Lee, treasurer.

THIS IS IT!
L&M FILTERS ARE JUST
WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
I've been waiting for a filter cigarette that really gave
me the feeling that I wcs smoking. I knew that L&M
Filters were what I had been looking for with the
very first package I tried. They have a fine
filter and they taste good. The facts below
make sense to me.
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THIS YOU GET...
1. Effective Filtration, from the Miracle
Product—Alpha Cellulose—the purest
material for filtering cigarette smoke and
exclusive to L&M Filters.

2. Selective Filtration— the L&M Filter

Stephen Syh ester has been elected president of Alpha Gamma Rho.
John Douglas is vice president. Other
new officers are Franklin Bucknell,
secretary, and Philip Edgecomb.
treasurer.

selects and removes the heavy particles,
leaving you a light and mild smoke.

3. Much Less Nicotine—the L&M Filter*
removes one-third of the smoke, leaves
you all the satisfaction.

RESTRING
WITH

4. Much More Flavor and Aroma—the
right length—the right filter—the right
blend of premium quality tobaccos to give
you plenty of good taste.
*U. S. Patent Pending

STANDS OUT
in play
• Harder Smashes
•Better Cut and Spin

STANDS UP
in your racket
•Moisture Immune
• Lasting Liveliness
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APPROX. STRINOIWil COST'
Pro-,seed Staki....$6.00
Muiti-Ply braid.... .$5.00
At tennis shops and
sporting goods stores.
ASHAWAY BRAIDED RACKET STRING
Choice of The Champions
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Debaters To
Meet Here
April 13-15

Number 21

'57 Mysteriously Comes;
Painters Quietly Remove
Whodu • 9
That seems to be the question
of the week. Who painted the
57 on the Stevens Hall cupola?
Apparently done sometime last
Saturday night, the job, termed
by many as a shameful waste of
artistic talent, was undone Tuesday morning by the buildings
and grounds crew.
Said Dean of Men John E.
Stewart: "This is the third time
it has happened this year. It's
time someone besides the University paid for the repair. Anyone with the talent for doing
such a good job ought to divert
it to something useful."
He cited the two previous occasions when '57*s appeared on
the smokestack at the heating
plant.
Frank Covvan, chief of t nhersity Police, said it looked to him
like the same artist had done all
three jobs—the lettering has
been so much alike in each case.
University officials are still
probing the case in an effort to
determine ho has been responsible for the damage.
J. Carroll Dempsey, superintendent of buildings and grounds,
has estimated the cost of repairlug the damage at around $25.

The University of Maine will be
host to the annual Pi Kappa Delta
Province of the Lakes Convention
April 13-15. Dr. Wofford Gardner.
director of the convention, announced
today. The Convention will feature
debating, discussion, original oratory,
extemporaneous speaking, and afterdinner speaking.
Founded 1913
The first chapter of Pi Kappa Delta. an honorary speech and debate
fraternity, was founded in January,
1913, at Ripon College in Wisconsin
where the need for a national honorary debate fraternity for smaller
colleges first arose.
Tau Kappa Alpha, the only honorary debate fraternity then in existence, granted but one chapter in every
state; smaller colleges therefore found
it impossible to have a chapter of
their own. The new honorary fraternity corrected this situation by granting charters to any college which
could provide five members for the
organization.
Maine joined the national honorary
fraternity on March 31, 1949, when
the Maine Beta chapter of Pi Kappa
Delta was founded by Dr. Wofford
Gardner. head of the department of
speech at Maine. Other original
charter members were Dwight Demeritt. Francis Bean, Everett Leach.
Starting yesterday. March 24. the
Kathleen Kennedy, Margaret Molli- House Committee of the Memorial
son. Mary Linn. Robert Moran. Don- Union is conducting a Riders' Pool
ald Waring. Lam rence Jenness. and for the benefit of students who are
George N'ardamis.
making plans for trips home and elsePresent Pi Kappa Delta members where for the spring recess.
at Maine include Constance Zoschka.
Details on the procedure for regispresident. Cora Coggins, vice presi- tering for "Rides Wanted" and "Rides
dent, Adolph Storey, secretary-treas- Available" may be obtained from the
urer, Mark Lieberman. Charlotte Ge- Newscounter in the Lobby of the
linas. Dana Baggett. Wilma Monroe, Memorial Union.
Carl Brooks. Frank Grant, Jessie SarThe Newscounter is open daily exgent. Zane Thompson, Joan Williams, cept Sunday from 7:30 a.m. to 10
Barbara Knox. Prof. Herschel Brick- p.m. and during these hours the ater. Prof. T. Russel( Woolley, and Mr. tendants will answer inquiries concerning this service.
Duff Gillespie.

Shown above are five attractive actresses appearing in the Masque's presentation of Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors. Seated are Claire Lewis and Eda Hayward. Behind them are Joan
Reynolds, Wendy Dow and Carolyn Perkins. The play ends its four day run Saturday evening.

'Masque Play Not Error' Reviewer Says;
Season's Third Play To End Saturday

Union Sets Up Pool
For Vacation Rides

151 PROF. CECIL J. REYNOLDS
Associate Professor of English

The Comedy of Errors, Shakespeare's shortest play, is hardly a dramatic feast. It is a snack, a
sandwich, a filling of farce between two very thin slices of sentiment. In farce anything can happen,
anything for a laugh.
Shakespeare, finding one set of improbable identical twins in an old comedy by Plautus, did not
scruple to double the fun by adding a second set as servants to the first. Thus possibilities for mistaken identity multiply; almost every scene is an instance. Almost every character is kept busy trying
to straighten out mistakes. The pace accelerates until the ingenious author decides enough is enough.
This perpetual-motion affair of mistaken identities is prefaced by a prologue scene in which the long-suffering father of the gentlemen twins tells
his tearful story. The action. running
from sunrise to sunset. is wound up
neatly and simply by bringing all the
characters together, for good measure
discovering the boys' mother as an
abbess.
Difficulties Obvious
This is the play the Maine Masque
presents this week. Certain difficulties
are obvious at once. Where can the
producer find two sets of twins or
lookalikcs who, if not experienced
actors. can at least enter into the

spirit of the play? How can pace and
momentum be maintained for this
day of confusion without too much
curtain interference? How can the
cast put across the numerous Elizabethan puns and involved constructions characteristic of the very early
Shakespeare? To overcome just one
difficulty would be a near miracle.
Professor Bricker found his gentlemen twins in Paul and Bill Butler.
Paul (at least I'm almost sure it's
Paul) now and again catches the
spirit of the play by infection from
other characters, not necessarily from
Shakespeare's lines. On the whole.
he acquits himself reasonably well.

Spring? It's Not A Robin, But . . .

Warm weather.
... mud ... and newly hatched chicks Who said spring hasn't arrived? Shown above are the products of
the University's poultry department who were only a few hours o Id when the Campus photographer caught them unawares. The
chick on the left feels pretty sure of himself, but the chicks in the p an, right, are skeptical of the brave new world. Photo by Johnson

but, understandably, has difficulty
acting like a married man.
Brother Bill runs off his lines largely to himself, a style which leaves
any number of puzzles for the audience but, happily, does not disconcert the other characters. To me Bill
seemed bored with the whole affair.
Yet I suppose twins eventually do get
fed up with being mistaken for each
other. Bill may be interpreting the
role far more subtly than I suspected
or Shakespeare intended.
Lookalike Servants
The lookalike servants are played
by Bob Fairweather and Jack Hardy,
a couple of amusing acrobats who
conveniently carry fraternity paddles
to lend Paul and Bill to whack them
with. (Confusing? So's the play.)
Frankly, I'd like harder whacks, to
cover up for the Elizabethan jokes I
miss.
To repeat. in farce anything goes.
If the two Drornios can take it, the
audience can. They are an asset to
the cast and erjo; themselves in
despite of Shakespeare. 1 think he
would approve.
Claire Lewis as Adriana. wife of
Antipholus of Ephesus (Paul Butler)
delivers her lines ith vigor, in fact
raises quite a hulabaloo. as well she
may. Both she and sister Luciana
(Eda Hayward) iooked very pretty,
affecting me. I think, more than they
!id their opposite numbers. One of
Luciana% speeches w . ery well done.
Margaret Dow is adequately pathetic
but articulate as Aerrilia the abbess.
Joan Rey nods as Luce has to try
to scream and articulate simultaneously. It's not easy. Believe it or not.
Carolyn Perkins play ed a courtesan
in the grand ma.Incr combined with
an undulation beside which Monroe's
is a mere ripple.
Howard Danner performs with
patience and dignitl is the Duke of
Ephesus, and Roger Bowman does

(Catalogued on Page So,
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Looking 'Em Over: Profile
Bricker Is Good,Calm Director,
But Absent-Minded, Actors Say
BY JOE RIGO
It's said that one characteristic all
great people have in common with
college professors is absent mindedness.
Herschel L. Bricker is a college
professor and, if the word of the students he works with and a look at
the record is any indication, he is
also great.
True to form, he is also absent
minded, Maine Masque players will
testify.
They cite as an example, the time
during a rainy week that he was so
used to wearing rubbers to class and
kicking them off at the door of the
room that one day when he forgot to
wear them, he kicked off the loafers
he was wearing and proceeded to
teach class with no shoes at all.
But absent minded or not, Masque
players have highest praise for their

director, both personally and artistically.
They describe him as a calm director, good to work with and considerate, but still one who demands
and gets all he can from an actor.
Professor Bricker, in return, has
equally high praise for his students.
He especially admires the abundance
of talent at the University, saying he
has never lacked in this matter for
his plays.
Graduate Work
Under his encouragement. majors
in his department have gone on to
graduate work in many branches of
theatre. And, except for girls who
have married, Bricker reports all but
two or three of his majors are still in
the business although spread out in
areas from stage work and radio and
TV to teaching.

Bricker has had an impressive career
nationally as well as on campus.
He is a member and former president of the American Educational
Theatre Association. Very active on
its committees, in February of this
year, he was in charge of its annual
International Theatre Month.
He is a member of the National
Theatre Conference which boasts its
membership is of the 75 leading university and community theatre people
in the country.
And he is in the American National
Theatre Academy, officially recognized by the U. S. Congress, and considered the top theatre organization
in the United States.
Study Of Directors
In 1936-37, under a Rockefeller
Foundation scholarship, Bricker was
able to study first hand the methods
of some 40 Broadway directors including such leaders in the field as
Arthur Hopkins, Antoinette Perry and
George Abbott.
During and immediately following
World War II, Professor Bricker, on
leave of absence from the Universit}.
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Flowers, Especially Roses And Tulips
worked on theatre projects in Europe
sponsored by the U. S. Army, the
Department of State. AETA and
ATC.
Perhaps his favorite job during
this time was at Shrivensham-Arnerica
University in Ens'and. Here he se:
up a coursc in theatre for American
soldiers trying for college credit; while
waiting to be sent home a:ler :he war.
Other e‘per:enees
EuroN in
eluded work on establishing a schoo:
to teach soLliers to entertain other

This germanium refining
method keeps impurities
down to less than
5 parts in a billion

soldiers, a lecture tont- through the
occupied zone, hospital entertainment
and quite a bit else,
Favorite Off-Campus Work
ProbalAy his favorite off-campus
work is with his Camden Hi:ls Theatre, ray.s in the midst of a serious
housing problem.
Use:sled at the state park grounds
near Camden, this nationally famous
summer theatre group has in the past
utilized buildings forraer:y used as
(Continued on Page Five)
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In this refining apparatus,at Western Electric's
Allentown, Pa. plant, germanium is passing through
multiple heating zones in tandem, producing a bar containing impurities of less than 5 parts in a billion for use in transistors.
Note heating coils on the horizontal quartz tube.

A new

method of metal refining, currently in use
at the Western Electric plant at Allentown, results
in the production of germanium that is better than
99.9999995 r/c- pure — the highest degree of purity
ever attained in a manufactured product.
The need for germanium of such exceptional purity
came about when research by Bell Telephone Laboratories in the field of semi-conductors led to the
development of transistors, which are manufactured
by Western Electric.
The transistor is a tiny crystal device which can
amplify and oscillate. It reduces space requirements and power consumption to a minimum.
Germanium crystals of the size required in transistors do not occur in nature; they are artificially
grown at Western Electric. At this stage in transisVarious forms which germanium takes before being used in
transistors are shown in this photo. Bar at top is an ingot
of germ • m after reduction from germanium dioxide.
Next is shown the germanium ingot alter the zone refining
process used by Western Electric. Below the ingots are
shriven 3 germanium crystals grown by machine,6 slices cut
from these crystals, and several hundred germanium wafers
ready for assembly into transistors.

tor manufacture, other elements are introduced in
microscopic quantities to aid in controlling the flow
of electrons through the germanium. But before
these elements can be introduced, it is necessary to
start with germanium of exceptional purity, so that
the impurities will not interfere with the elements
that are deliberately added.
So Bell Telephone Laboratories devised an entirely new method of purification, known as zone
refining, which was developed to a high-production
stage by Western Electric engineers.
In zone refining a bar of germanium is passed
through a heat zone so that a molten section traverses the length of the bar carrying the impurities
with it and leaving behind a solidified section of
higher purity. By the use of multiple heating zones
in tandem, a number of molten sections traverse
the bar. Each reduces the impurity content thus
producing a bar which contains impurities in the
amount of less than five parts per billion.
Because of the importance of the transistor in electronics, the zone refining process—like so many
other Western Electric developments—has been
made available to companies licensed by Western
Electric to manufacture transistors.
This is one more example of creative engineering
by Western Electric men. Engineers of all skills —
mechanical, electrical, chemical, industrial, metallurgical, and civil—are needed to help us show the
way in fundamental manufacturing techniques.

r

A UNIT OF THE HU SYSTEM SINCE 1882
Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill. • Kearny, N. J. • Baltimore, Md • Indianapolis, Ind. • Allentown & Loureldale, Pa. • Burlington, Greensboro & Winston-Salem, N. C. • Buffalo, N Y. • Haverhill & Lawrence, Mass • Lincoln, Neb. • St. Paul & Duluth, Minn.
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 13 cities Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City.
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AMERICA'S BEST LOVED SHIRT
men love Arrows for their smartness of sty:e. their smoothness of
line. They know Arrows feature the newest, world's best-looking.
collar styles ... in variations that are flattering to every facial
type—know Arrows are tapered through the shoulders, sleeves
and torso for a trimmer fit.
women love Arrows for the way Arrows "take" to laundering.
"take" to long wear. They know Arrows are meticulously tailored
of fine "Sanforized" R fabrics that won't shrink more than 1%—
even after countless tubbings.
irons love Arrows for their collars and cuffs that open flat—so
irons can smoothly, speedily whiz out the wrinkles.

THOUSANDS OF ARROW SHIRTS IN
FANCIES AND PLAIN COLORS INCLUD-
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MCA Election
Set For March 31
The nominating committee of the
Maine Christian Association has announced its slate of officers to be
elected on Wednesday, March 31, in
the Library.
Running for president will be
Henry M. Colby and Laura M. Wilson. Colby is a sophomore majoring
in arts and sciences. Miss Wilson, a
junior, is majoring in history.
Judith W. Barker and Alta F. Kilton are candidates for the vice presidency. Both are sophomore arts
majors.
Ruth E. Dow and Alma L. Merrill,
both juniors, are running for secretary.
Richard C. Bangs, a sophomore
chemistry major, and Frederic W.
Lyon, also a sophomore, are candidates for the treasurer's post.
Additional candidates may be
nominated by petition of at least ten
MCA members.

Life magazine photographer, Miss Lisa Larsen, is
shown at the annual Penny Carnival held last Saturday in the
Women's Gym. "I enjoyed your Penny Carnival very much,
and the students seemed to be enjoying it too. That's a good
thing, for when people are having a good time, it almost always
shows in their pictures," Miss Larsen said. Photo by Meinecke

Life Magazine Photographers
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When in Bangor stop at

The Pilot's Grill
Opposite Dow Field—
Hammond St.

"We Cater to Parties
,
.nd Banquets"

day afternoon to say he and a photographer would be here.
Neither of them could say definitely
the story would be nil, not being able
to predict whether something would
turn up the editors would consider
more important.
However, Miss Larson has a record
of having had all stories she has
worked on for the past several months
printed in the magazine.

Fri., Sat., Mar. 26-27
"THE BEACH HEAD"
in Technicolor
Tony Curtis, Frank Lovejoy,
Mary Murphy
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Mar. 28-29-30-31
Judy Holliday, Peter Lawford
"IT SHOULD HAPPEN Ti
YOU"
introducing
JACK LEMMON

"It's Ready"

LaBeau's T.V. Center
it non:ices

SONG SHOP
Latest releases—Classical--Pops—Hi-fl--Western

Watch for our Record Contest

We %ill deliver

Dial Orono 6-2262

TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN BITS

PARK IRSEMENT CORM
BIJOU
WEEK-END GOLFER ... OR TITLE HOLDER

THESE CLUBS
WILL SAVE YOU STROKES!
Spalding's sensational advance in clubs - new '54 SynchroDyned woods and irons - can do more to save you strokes
than any other clubs you ever played!

43
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Will you shoot better golf consistently? Ask any golfer who
owns a Spalding Synchro-Dyned Top-Flite set ... and then
have your professional fit you.

SPAL
DING
Spam-Pined
TOP-FL!TE

tyr•Ir• offir•• In
Easlian M•in•
M•mber F•d•r•I D•posit Insuranco Corp.

Alving; Nick Carter as Oswald; Bruce
Arnold as the narrator; Howard Danner as the chemist; Dick Morse as
Henrik Ibsen as a young man,
The drama will be directed by Professor T. Russell Woolley.

Support the Good Will Chest.

Reason? Try a few swings - and see. Every wood, every
iron now has identical contact feel. You naturally swing
freer, improve timing ... get the hall away straighter and
for more distance.

The
Merrill
Trust Company

The Maine Radio Guild will present
"The Life ot Henrik Ibsen" Over
WLBZ tonight at 10:30.
The cast will include Stanley Milton as Henrik Ibsen; Roger Bowman
as Aasmund; Beth Bedker as Mrs.

Opera louse

Shooting to break 100...90...80...or to take a title?
nocharal Resorvio Hank

Radio Guild To Present WLBZ Program Tonight

The Opening of their

"Life" went to a penny carnival last week end, and while the
story may never appear in the magazine, an added note of excitement invaded the carnival.
Two "Life" representatives, Lisa he contacted the University late FriLarson, considered one of the magazine's top photographers, and George
Shiras. regional representative from
Boston. covered the 31st annual presentation of the women's physical education department.
Miss Larson took more than 100
photographs during the evening.
200 Attend
About 200 students and faculty attended the costume affair.
Prizes for the best costumes went to
Elizabeth A. Brockway and Charles
C. Rearick, dressed as a pair of bunnies, and an alumnus and his wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Chittick, costumed as a scarecrow and a grandfather clock.
A faculty costume prize went to Dr.
and Mrs. Elon H. Moor:, Jr., disguised as midgets.
"Life" first became interested in the
carnival from a request of the New
York office for a story of some New
England campus social function,
Shires said in an interview.
Shiras reported contacting all major
New England colleges early last week
to find out their programs for the
seek end. He chose Maine's penny
carnival as most promising. After
receiving an "okay" from New York
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GOLF CLUBS
PROFESSIONALS

ONLY
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Mar. 27-28-29-30
Sat., Sun., Mon.,Tues.
-HELL AND HIGH WATER"
In Cinemaseope
filmed in TECHNICOLOR
with STEREOPHONIC
SOUND. Stars Richard
Widmark. Bella Darvi, and
David Wayne
Mar.31, April 1-2
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
"THE BOY FROM
OKLAHOMA"
in Technicolor
starring Will Rogers, Jr.,
Nancy Olson. Lon Chaney

ORONO

PARK

Thurs., Nlar. 25
Fernando Lamas. Arlene Dahl
"THE DIAMOND QUEEN"
in Technicolor
6:30-8:27

Fri. & Sat., Mar. 26-27
Alan Ladd, Leo Ginn
"PARATROOPER"
in Technicolor
Sat. Matinee 2:306:30-835

BANGOR
Mar. 26-27, Fri., Sat.
"ABBOTT AND COSTELIA
MEET CAPTAIN KIDD"
with Abbott and Costello.
Charles Laughton. Fran Warren
in Technicolor
"WAGON TEAM"
Gene Autry. with -Champion,"
Gail Davis, Pat Buttram
Sun. Mon., Tues.
March 28-29-30
"THE GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH"
Betty Hutton. Dorothy Lamour.
Cornet Wilde. James Stewart.
Charlton Heston. Gloria
Grahame
Wed.. Thurs.. Mar. 31, Apr. 1
"EASY TO LOVE"
in Technicolor
1 her Williams, Van Johnson
"ROGUE'S MARCH"
Pctei I ,iss ford. Richard Greene
and Janice Rule

28- 29
Geraldine
Page
John Wayne.
in Warnercolor
"HONDOSun. Matinee 3:00: 6:30-44:30
n.

%kw_ Niar.

Tues.& Wed., Mar. 30-31
Charlton Heston. Elizabeth
Scott
"BAD FOR EACII OTHER"
6:30-8:30

Thurs., April 1
James Cagney. Barbara Hall
in Technicolor
"1.105 IN THE STREET"
1c
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Maine Women
Got No Taste

Life At Maine
In marked contrast to the industriousness of certain freshmen last week was the spirit shown by a majority of those students who went to Saturday's Penny Carnival.
Supposedly a costume party and dance, less than half of
those attending bothered to take time to prepare a decent costume, if any.
Of those who did go costumed, a large percentage merely
tied a large handkerchief around their necks and put on old
dungarees.
A costume need not be expensive to be good. A little
imagination and work can win a prize.
As it happened, the carnival was covered by representatives of "Life" magazine. Their photographer there, Lisa Larson, is considered one of the magazine's best, but she was sent
from New York to take pictures of a costume affair.
If the article does not get printed, one need look no further
for the reason.
The University will probably have many more such events.
and while they will not be covered by "Life," they can be made
much more enjoyable and profitable for everyone by a little
thought and preparation by those going.
This applies not only to dances, but to organization meetings, basketball games and class lectures.
And while on the subject, some of that preparation could
well include talking a few more people into going to the event,
whatever it is.

The Heights Of Folly
For the third time this year, some of the higher minded
members of the freshman class have planted their numerals for
all to see.
Twice thwarted by fast-acting people at the University heating plant who removed numerals from near the top of the smoke
stack before too many people could see them and perhaps get
similar ideas, the most recent set, this time on Stevens Hall,
was seen and admired by many—students.
There are undoubtedly hatching in minds from one end
of the campus to the other, various ideas of how to top the
Stevens Hall incident. So, for the next few weeks, the University
might as well prepare for a rash of mediocre attempts to better
the freshmen.
We wonder how many expulsions will result from some of
these pranks.
Perhaps the best part of the whole thing is that a good joke
was performed with no damage to University property that could
not be repaired.
Too often, people get a big kick out of seeing how much
property they can destroy for their fun. That's where fun ends
and vandalism begins.
Of course, the University and particularly the people who
had to remove the paint from the cupola on Stevens and the
stack at the heating plant, probably have even more szvere ideas
of where vandalism begins.

Campus Positions Still Open
The deadline for applications for the positions of editor
and business manager for the Campus has been extended to this
Saturday, March 27. Both jobs are tough, both are very nice
to put on later job applications, both are rewarding in a sense
of work well-worth doing as are few other activities.
Send or take your application for either job to the Student-Faculty Committee on Publications, 2 Fernald Hall, over
the Bookstore.

The Maine Campus
PIO,fished Thursdays during the college year In student, of the University
.. per
of Mauir. Subscription rate-41.00 per setnester. I ocal advertising rme-75,
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. 1elephone Ettension
242. 5 sootier Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising
by National AdsertisIng Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative. 420 !Madison
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class !Matter at the Post Office,
Orono, Me.
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I wish Snarf would seat this guy further away from the bell—He
gets mad as heck when he gets waked up suddenly.

Koseelaild P/tesf

ChiVin, It Just Ain't So!
BY ASHER KNEELAND
Happy endings and handsome
heroes and dirty villains and bosom:.
babes.
That's what's wrong with the mind
of America today, I think. Too many
happy endings, handsome heroes, dirty
villains, bosomy babes in novels,
movies and comic strips, and America
expects them in real life too.
Chil'in. it just ain't so!
In life there aren't many endings at
all. leastwise happy ones. There are
few heroes and even fewer handsome
ones. When things go bad there are
not even villains responsible all of the
time; and while most of the babes are
bosomy, it's mostly store-boughten
stuff.
In the story the villains always get
it in the end, so if the villains in real
life do not get punished, then America decides they are not villains after
all.
And there is always a villain at
the bottom of anything that goes
wrong in the movies or comics or
popular novels. so America always
wants a scapegoat when something
goes wrong in real life.
So a baseball manager gets fired, a
diplomat gets called a traitor, a fareast expert gets called a commie, a
player gets accused of throwing the
big game, a president gets called a
fellow-traveler, a referee gets called
a crook.

And America wants a villain everytime there is not a happy ending. A
happy ending is natural. If there is
not one, a villain must be to blame.
Find the villain! And in the uproar
America can forget that her dreamworld is not working out.
The handsome h:ro ecrun':••. a,
old as tales in these United States.
has produced a people of wishers.
The American male wanders around
taking orders from his mother, aunts,
sisters, wife and finally daughter, all
the time wishing he could be a hero.
a handsome hero.
The bosomy babe complex, a new
one. brought to its fullest flower by
Jane Russell. la Monroe and the
women of Mickey Spillane's dreamworlds, has made America a nation
of up-lifts and false fronts.
The dream world of the American
started when the story of Cinderella
was perverted from the European tale
of how wonderful it was to find beautiful Cinderella among all the squalor
to an American version that played
up the idea that every girl had a
right to expect a fairy godmother and
a Prince Charming.
My denunciation is, of course, overdrawn and over-simplified. But the
happy ending, a childishly simplified
view of life taken from movies, novels and comic strips, is still a factor in
American thought.
And chil'in, it just ain't so!

Sitfcie0t1 gosie4frussed4

High School Week End Planned
BY GORHAM W. HUSSEN
President, General Student Senate
One very distressing fact we constantly encounter is the suspicion that
the University of Maine each year
does not attract nearly enough high
school graduates for enrollment.

Part of this difficulty lies with our
Ralph Clark
EDITOR-IN-CIIIEF
students who do not do an adeown
Willard Butler
BUSINESS MANAGER
quate job of "selling" the University
DEPARTMENT EDITORS—Ronald Devine, City Editor; Joseph Rigo, to these high school students. If a
Editorial Page Editor; Maurice Hickey, Sports Editor; Hilda Sterling, more positive interest were shown in
Society Editor: Asher Kneeland. Makeup Editor; Wayne Johnson, Pho- these potential students, the number
tography Editor.
and ability of those attending the UniREPORTERS—Anthony Shannon, Reginald Bowden, Claire Lynch, versity could rise considerably.
Paul Ferrigno, Marjorie Mealey. John Pierce, Richard Shimp, David
Perhaps the athletic and general
Dexter, Donald Woodman, Jane Barker, Martha Bousfield, Charlotte
scholarships available are not as large
Gelinas, John Littlefield; John O'Neil, Cartoonist.

in number and amount as those
offered by other institutions, but our
record of student aid through scholarships compares favorably with other
state institutions, as President Hauck
pointed out at the annual Student
Dinner held in February. Maine lists
many definite advantages in education, opportunities for self-help employment, and a low rate of tuition
in comparison with private institutions that should find the University
definitely an attraction to prospective
students.
The Senate last year took a positive step in this direction by sponsoring a High School Weekend in May.
Although the efforts were not entirely

To the Editor:
The situation on this campus is
really for the birds as far as most of
the freshman men are concerned and
1 guess that could go fcr most of the
upperclassmen, too! Maybe we should
use more Lifebuoy soap, start growing goatees, and/or give up dancing
and join the Shamrock club.
I watched eleven different guy s.
last Friday night, ask girls to dance
aid they were turned down. One unshaven upperclassman, looking like
something out of Plantation 16A,
just south of the Allegash, was really
the beau of the ball. Finally si:t guys
went off to various soda fountains in
nearby communities, and the rest of
the wallflowers diussed the superb
performance of Ellsworih in the semifinals at the Boston Garden.
Several of the girls who attended
the stag dance did not dance at all
even though each had opportunities.
They au i seemed to be waiting for
some Prince Vaiiant ssith his scot..h
piaiti trench coat, canary yellow suede
shoes, and blue and gold pajama
shorts.
Admittedly the U. of M. men are
not as suave, mellow, and wealthy as
some collegians; however our health
is better than average. We have been
known to take baths, and some of us
have even been known to brush our
teeth.
Shall we all turn to chess, Canasta.
and Cosmopolitan magazine? Well.
girls. what is your excuse?
WILLIAM F. VINES

Opinionettes
tt think bathtubs
Que4tion: Do
should replace showers in the dormitories?

Ed Salmon,'56—No. I fall asleep
in bathtubs.
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Bob %airman, '57—No. We'd
never let chance at them. Guys soak
all night. Showers are quicker.
Dick Fitzgerald, '57—Yes. We
could soak for a while.

crowned with success, many high
school students did become better
acquainted with the University. and
the interest aroused seemed to warwant more activities along this line.
headed by Normand Blais.
The advantages of holding such a
week end in the fall appear as follows:
I. High School Seniors are beginning to make definite plans for
college in the fall. Such a week end
held in May is generally anti-climactic.
2. An intercollegiate football game
would be a definite attraction.
3. High school students seem to be
far buiser in May with their own
school activities prior to graduation
than they are during the fall.
Other phases of a program could be
adequately co-ordinated into a wellplanned occasion. Interviews with instructors, general acquaintance with
facilities, some special exhibit, and a
meeting with the University Admission Director as well as other University personnel could be effectively
combined.
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Phi Beta Kappa Heads Fall
Semester Point Average List
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Union News

Phi Beta Kappa and the average for freshman men represented
the high and low point averages at the University of Maine for the
fall semester.
The national scholastic honor society had an average of 3.88
while the first year men averaged out at 2.01.

Sorority women with 3.009 topped
fraternity men who had 2.36. The
average for the University was 2.38.
There were 15 groups below this
average and 33 above.
Of the top 15, 12 were at least
three point. The average for nonfraternity men was 2.20 against 2.57
for the non-sorority women.
Honorary undergraduate groups for
women. All Maine Women and
Sophomore Eagles, with 2.98 and
2.91, surpassed their male counterparts, the Senior Skull Society and
Sophomore Owls who had 2.81 and
2.19 respectively.
Other point averages:
Omicron Nu, 3.650; Phi Kappa Phi,
3.645: Kappa Delta Pi, 3.56; Neai
Mathetai, 3.52; Tau Beta Pi, 3.33:
Alpha Zeta, 3.25; Xi Sigma Pi, 3.165;
Alpha Omicron Pi, 3.161; Chi Omega,
3.07; Pi Beta Phi, 3.01; Delta Delta
Delta, 2.96; Sigma Pi Sigma, 2.95;
Delta Zeta, 2.94; Phi Mu, 2.86; Alpha
Gamma Rho, 2.85: Maine Masque,

2.68: Prism Board, 2.65; Scabbard
and Blade, 2.61; Tau Epsilon Phi,
2.48; Alpha Tau Omega. 2.47; Theta
Chi. 2.44; Kappa Sigma, 2.43: Phi
Eta Kappa. 2.424; Sigma Nu. 2.420;
Sigma Chi, 2.349; Phi Gamma Delta,
2.345.
Beta Theta Pi, 2.344; Campus Board
2.31; Delta Tau Delta, 2.30: Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 2.279; Tau Kappa
Epsilon, 2.268; Phi Kappa Sigma.
2.2494; Phi Mu Delta. 2.2491:
Lambda Chi Alpha, 2.17; Sigma Phi
Epsilon, 2.15.
The all men's average was 2.28 and
for the women it was 2.69.

The Union movie of the week is
"Call Me Mister" starring Dan Daley.
Showings at 7, 8, and 9 on Friday
and 7 and 9 on Saturday.
Enjoy the music hour this week in
the music room. On Saturday, March
27. the music committee has planned
a program at 2 p.m. of Balanese music.
Refreshments will be served.
The foreign film for Tuesday,
March 30, is "The Storm Within."
Showings at 3:15 and 7 p.m.
For the convenience of all the students, the Union has added to its services a film developing service. This
is a three day service. Films should
be taken to the Union Newscounter.
The All-Maine Women will
sponsor a "Pine Tree Hop" tomorrow night, March 26, in the
Main Lounge of the 1_ nion. from
8-11:30 p.m.
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(Con(inued front Page Two)
barracks in a wartime civilian concentration camp. The area is now
being taken over by the government
again, however, to be razed.
(Ed. Note: Professor Bricker just
announced the Camden Group will
have housing.)
Since its foundation in 1947, the
Camden Hills Theatre has served as
a popular workshop for students and
teachers throughout the country who
go there to work with Bricker, its
founder and director.
A native of Iowa, Professor Bricker
has been at the University since 1928
except for his leaves of absence.
During this time he has authored a
textbook, "Our Theatre Today," and
contributes occasionally to magazines.
He gives close attention to the
growth of children's theatre in the
country. At Camden Hills a children's group has been enthusiastically

received, and it was largely through
his efforts that children's groups have
been recognized by AETA.
He also leans heavily toward the
arena type theatre and tries to put
on at least one production each year
in that style with his advance acting
class. This year's performance, to be
given later in the spring, is "Bell,
Book and Candle."
Hobby: Gardening
At home, he lives with his wife
and son. Because of his hobby, gardening, his house in Orono is virtually surrounded in summer by
flowers, especially roses and tulips.
Meanwhile, with the Masque now
in the midst of "Comedy of Errors,"
Professor Bricker is planning for the
next Masque play, designed to be one
of the biggest productions the group
has ever done, George Bernard
Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra."

WSGA Notes
At a recent meeting of the Women's Student Government Association, Ruth Bartlett, co-chairman of
the New England Conference Committee, announced that Marion Martin, an alumna of the University of
Maine, will be the main speaker at
the Conference the week end of
April 30.
Cynthia Nelson, head of the dormitory social chairmen, reported that
the group held a panel discussion
with the faculty concerning Guest
Night. The pros and cons of the present program were discussed and ideas
ler improvements were drawn up.
Assembly chairman Sue Bogert announcer that Marion Bugbee will be
the guest speaker at the spring assembly. The assembly will be compulsory for all women students.
Charlotte Moreshead was appointed chairman of the AA'JW committ:. This committee. consisting of
the dormitory representatives, will
formulate a plan for selecting candidates for the AAUW award.
Other business of the meeting included consideration of convention
topics, suggestior.s for conducting
convention discussions, selection of
Norma Cumming and Cynthia Nelson as representatives to the All
Maine Women Banquet.
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"For the Best in
LIFE INSURANCE"
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See
Preston H. Walters,'53

wherever YOU go...

and
Kenneth P. MacLeod,'47
Associates of

Howard M.Goodwin,'38
General Agent
Graham Bldg., Bangor
Tel. 4605

NATIONAL LIFE
Insurance Company
MONTPELIER
VERMONT

Your Air Fore2 wings are your
personal pa:-.,
..:port to universal respect I.nd admiration. They're a
eign—recognEed everywhere—
that mark 3.-cu as one of America's
finest.
To wear them, you must win
them... as an Aviation Cadet.
They come with the gold bars of

an Air Force Lieutenant and
earnings of ov2r $5,000 a year!
They carna complete with 113-2
admiration of a grateful Nation.
If you're single, between 19 and
26!.i, prepare to win this passport
to success. Join the Aviation
Cadets! For further information,
fill out this coupon today.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Cs

t

AVIATION CADET, AFFTR-P-4
liza*Tuarlars, U.S.A.F.

Wastlington 25, D.C.

!.,.
*44 Pease send me information On
my opportunities as an Air
Force Pilot.

Name
Addross

City

SUM ...
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Bus To New York City Will Leave Here April 2
A bus to New York City will leave
the campus at noon on Friday, April
2 for spring ‘acation. The fare will
be $15.
Those interested can get details
from John Castor, North Dorm 6. or
Don Huggett. 133 Dunn Hall. They

have announced that they must have
names before Sunday, March 28.

Masque Tryouts Set Annual Band Concert
Sees Small Audience
For March 28-30
An audience estimated at 250 people attended the seventh annual University of Maine band concert Friday
evening in the Memorial Gymnasium.
Francis G. Shaw, of the music department conducted.
Among the selections presented
were Suppe's Pique Dame. Porter's
Begin the Beguine, and Teike's March,
Old Comrades. Hit tunes ranging
from Sigmund Romberg selections to
themes from Kern's Showboat were
also presented.
Student conductor Al Halliday led
the band through the Brass Pageantry
March.
Random interviews produced such
comments as:
"Very excellent—comparable to Lavalle," said student Ben Adams.
"I thoroughly enjoyed it" Jo GedWoodsmen's Week End
dy, Jan Marston, Ruth Bartlett, Sally
Bransford, Les Chapiro, Clint HutchA meeting to discuss the Uni- ins, and Bob Catley commented inversity's Woodsmen's Week End dividually.
will be held Wednesday, March
"Wonderful. The selections were
31, in the Bumps Room of the well balanced and well presented,"
Union at 7 p.m.
commented Bill Oliver, Ray Pesola,
Musics of last year's Woods- and Bill Bodwell, student band leadmen's Week End will be shown. er in 1950.

Tryouts for the Maine Masque
Dexter Earley was chosen presi- Theatre's final production of the
dent of Phi Mu Delta in a recent year, George Bernard Shaw's Caesar
election. Jan Saleeby was elected vice and Cleopatra, will be held at 6:30
president,
p.m. on March 28, 29, and 30 in the
Little Theatre.
The Masque's biggest production in
more than ten years, the play has a
cast of seventy and requires colorful
staging and costuming. Anyone interested in contributing in some way
For the week of March 22, 195-1
should report to tryouts.
No one need be a member of the
To
Masque to work on the play, and as is
the Masque policy, persons wishing
to obtain parts in the play do not need
any previous acting experience.

IIILLSOI ACHIE1EMENT AWARD
MURIEL VERRILL

For her fine work as Penny Carnival chairman
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 63647
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Lost Anything?
Try The Union
A woman's wedding ring dated
1937 with the initials "A. N. K." on
it, 10 text books, 19 caps (both men's
and women's), five rosaries, 15 pairs
of glasses, and a plastic shaving kit
lost in Portland by a University student, are some of the items now at
the Information desk in the Union
Building, according to Mrs. Harvey
Wheeler, desk clerk.
Mrs. Wheeler now has some of the
lost items displayed around the desk
in case the owners do not know that
the Union information desk is also the
Lost and Found department.
She said that as soon as someone
turns in an item with a name on it
she contacts the owner.

Masque Comedy
To End Saturday
likewise as Angelo, both delivering
lines clearly and with understanding.
Don McAllister is a sufficiently grizzled and pathetic .Aegeon who hides
out for the farce and then plays a
short return engagement.
Peter Pierson (Balthazar), Norman Andrews (Pinch). Paul Richardson, John Eustis and Nick Carter
round out Shakespeare's cast. Mr.
Bricker adds Dow sabel, rightly judging from Dromio's description that
she must be seen to be appreciated.
Worth Production
This incredible farce is well worth
production, even at the cost of a very
uneven performance. Shakespeare of
1592 put every current trick into it
puns and slang galore, so that it now
requires scores of footnotes. If our
actors miss many subtleties of phrase,
they do produce action and confusion,
which is perhaps all we should ask.
Numerous rapid changes of scene
test the producer's ingenuity. Mr.
Bricker and his assistants meet the
test with a six-in-one contrivance of
cleverly designed sets to be changed
while the curtain is up. He saw that
the action was far too fast to be
hampered by numerous curtains. The
scene-changing crew thus become actors, and may add to the errors of
the play. Costumes are very pleasing,
even Dowsabel's.
To sum up in baseball terms—no
hit, plenty of runs, and a choice
variety of errors. But the season is
early for most of these players.

RESTRING
WITH

What do YOU look for in an employer?

How can you obtain this kind of information in advance?
One of the best ways is to discuss the matter with an acquaintance already
working for the company you are considering. You will also find it helpful to
consult your college placement officer, your professors and company representatives visiting your campus.
The selection of an employer is one of the most important decisions you'll
make. It justifies considerable thought and effort.

STANDS OUT
In ploy
SOON AVAILABLE for student ASN1E chupttrs and other
college groups,a 16-mm.sound
color movie—"MechanicalEngineering at Du Pont." For
further information, send post
card to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington,
Delaware.

•Harder Smashes
•Better Cut and Spin

STANDS UP
in your rack*?
•Moisture Immune
•lasting liveliness

COSTS LESS
than gat
APPIOX.. 111111401110 COST:

Pro-Faded Braid..$6.00
Ituld•Ply Braid.. ...$5.00
SETTER THINGS POR SETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEF/SUET

At tennis shops and
sporting goods stores.
RACKET STRING
Chosce of The Champions

ASNAWAY BRAIDED
Watch "Cavalcade of Arnerica"on Television
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(Continued from Page One)

This is a student newspaper. Tell
us what you think of it.

Undoubtedly, you'll want most of the following characteristics:
1. Job satisfaction—the chance to do work you really enjoy.
2. Recognition—the assurance that good work will be noticed, appreciated,
and properly rewarded.
3. Opportunities for advancement—a growing company can provide them.
4.Security—the knowledge that a company is both stable and progressive.
5. Pride—a feeling that your company is respected by the public and produces
goods which contribute to a better way of life.
6. Good companionship—a factor which contributes greatly to happiness on
the job.
7.Good pay—not in salary alone,but also in terms of vacation plans, pensions,
and other benefits.
8.Safe working conditions.
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Good This Year For Tennis

BY NIOE HICKEY

Maine Netmen Open Spring Trip
Against Georgetown University

Way back since the Dark Ages,
prognosticating has become the livelihood of sages. fortune tellers, weather
forecasters, and in more recent times.
the brow-beaten sportswriter. What
makes or breaks a sports forecast is
BY N10E HICKEY
the source of information one bases
"We'll win our share this year," Coach Russell B. Gardner
his prediction on. A sports forecast
commented as Maine's varsity tennis team prepared for an April
5
may be based by talking to the coach.
invasion of five and possibly six Central Seaboard colleges.
by observing, by reading other newsAlthough varsity players have been of outdoor practice before
they open
papers or magazines, maybe through
working out all winter long, official the season against George
town Unihearsay, or any combination of these
practice began two weeks ago in Me- versity.
sources.
morial Gym. The new asphalt courts
Last year the Maine netmen suffered
completed last fall will probably enLet's play it safe and take it straight
one of its worse spring trips, losing
able the team to get at least a week
from the horse's mouth, i.e.. what the
all but one match. Four top-flight reMaine varsity coaches think of their
turning veterans and a wealth of depth
prospects this year. After discussing
make Coach Russell a bit more optithe spring baseball, track, golf, and
mistic at this point than the same time
tennis seasons with the various varsity
last season.
coaches, here in a nutshell is what to
Four Lettermen
expect of these teams.
Expected to carry the brunt of the
BASEBALL—No outright prescoring for the Bear courtmen on the
diction on whether the Black
Southern trip are last year's captain
Bear diamonders will take the
Ernie Sutton, Ken Barnard, Preston
State Series title outright this
"Skip" Hall, and Brooks Whitehouse.
As the upset-filled fraternity Russell said a new captain will be
year is being made by head coach
division's basketball season draws selected just before the team opens
Ilarold "Tubby" Raymond. No
wonder either, for "Tubby" will
to a close this week, Sigma Chi the season.
be starting the season with no less
has the crown wrapped up. Sig- Sutton, a tall, lanky senior, has an
than five untried sophomores in
ma Chi, which has been defeated exceptionally fine service and has perthe lineup! One thing that is
once this year, clinched the title fected it to the point where his secserve has just as much steam beencouraging though
is the
a couple of weeks ago, defeating ond
hind it as the first. Ernie, who got
strength of the Bears' pitching
its one big obstacle Kappa Sig his start
playing for St. Dominic's
staff headed by Charlie Otterin an overtime thriller.
High School of Lewiston, also is very
stedt which along with a tighter
Thus. Sigma Chi takes the title steady on his ground shots.
defense than last year will keep
away this year from such big basketSpring Trip Schedule:
the opponent's score down. The
ball powers as Phi Mu. Phi Eta and
April 5 Georgetown University
thing that worries "Tubby" right
Kappa Sig. Net figured to grab off
" 6 University of Maryland
now is the ability of the team to
any honors at the outset of the year
" 7 Wilson College
hit. Look for the one run stratethe Sigma Chi's. led by such stalwarts
" 8 American College
gy on this year's club, sacrificas John Bosse. Fred Breslin and DexAbove Ken Barnard, left, and Preston "Skip" Hall,
9 George Washington
right,
ing, hunting, stealing, and hit
ter Burlingame. survived an upsetshake
hands
University
over
the
net
at
Memor
ial
Gym
after
a set as
and run.
filled league with flying colors.
10 Upsala College (pending!
varsity tennis team preps for the Southern Spring trip.Maine's
OUTDOOR TRACK—Here the
Potentially one of the best among
Last r eek the Sigma Chi's led by
outlook is brighter. And why wouldn't
Photo by Johnson
John Bose's record breaking perform- New England college tennismen, acit be with sensational Bill Catkin
ance of 41 points blasted ATO, cording to Coach Russell, Whitehouse
raring to set or tie more college rec87-44, for their 11th straight win. looms as the difference between a
ords. Coach Jenkins isn't going overSigma Nu, which was idle last good team and an exceptional one.
board by any means, but the veteran
week, remains in fifth with an 11-3 Whitehouse is strong in all departcoach stated definitely that the team is
slate. The Sigma Nu made a strong ments, and has an acute knowledge of
much stronger this year. No predicrun to the wire this season and un- the game. He set a precedent by
tion was forthcoming from Jenkins
doubtedly sill be the team to watch sinning the varsity tennis tournament
as to whether or not the cindermen
his freshman year.
next year.
BY PAUL FERRIGNO
culd win the State Meet outright.
With a little over a week remaining before the sprirg
Tonight the Memorial Gym will be Barnard Has Good Form
jaunt
Maine was supposed to have given baseball coach
Tubby Raymond is shifting his new infield around the scene of the Non-fraternity cham- Another tall netman is Ken BarBo..sdoin a good battle last year for like
pionship which will bring together nard, a senior, who probably has the
a circus juggler. Coach Raymond announced that
the title, but for a number of reasons
ning to take along a squad of 18 which is one more than he is plan- Corb 4 the winner of the National best form of anyone on the team and
in past years. league and the winner of the Ameri- is exciting to watch. Barnard, who
fell far short of their goal. The same
Included will be six pitchers. six trying
thing may possibly happen again this
to fit together a winning infield can league. Dunn 3.
first showed signs of his tennis ability
infielders, four outfielders and a pair
year, but the Bear trackmen are
which
has
been
The winner will meet fraternity playing for Shady Side Academy, has
handicapped by the
of catchers. The squad will be officialcome a long way and will be well
stronger than they have been in sevly announced by Raymond on Satur- loss of three players from :ast year's champion Sigma Chi Monday for the
worth watching as the season proeral years as evidenced by the re- day
campus
champi
club.
onship.
morning.
gresses.
cently completed indoor meet, and
Standi
ngs:
The returning veteran, Mal Spiers
The fourth man in the quartet is
will be a good bet to wrest away the Infield A Problem
Team
Won
Lost
At this moment. Raymond is still at first, and sophomore Gene Scribner
Hall, who nets the majority of his
State crown.
Sigma Chi
15
at short appear to have their posi1
points on hard forehand smashes.
GOLF—Nothing less than senPhi Mu
tions assured.
14
2
Hall,
who played tennis for Hebron
sational is expected of Charlie
Phi Gam
2
13
However, the real battle is at the
Academy, is probably the fiercest
Emery's varsity 1954 golf team
Phi Eta
12
3
keystone position and the "hot corcompetitor on the team.
if they get their share of breaks.
Kappa Sig
12
ner."
3
Raymo
nd
is
still
jockeyi
ng
Maine's depth comes in the persons
BY
MARGE MEALEY
Returning to the fold this year
Sigma Nu
11
players back and forth between the
3
of Ray Cross, who has shown the
are their top trio of last year
The Seniors really swept the tour- two important posts.
most improvement of any one on the
Captain Al Noyes, Tommy Gol- naments this year. They went undeThe Maine mentor is still searching
team the past year, and Mark Lieberden. and Joe Young. A wealth feated thru both the hockey and to find
man, who like Hall is a great coma replacement for slugging
of depth on the team makes basketball seasons. The Juniors placed Don Arnold
petitor on the courts.
at third who can be
it almost positive the Maine second in the class tournaments fol- shifted to the outfield
Russell said there are excellent
. The other
litiksmen will annex their ses.- lowed by the Sophomores and the aspirants for the third
sophomore prospects this year.
base slot are
eiith straight State Series title Freshmen.
Joe Di Giovanni, a slick fielder. and
With just one more week left
with ease, and possibl, w in the
Peggy Flynt won the ping pong Francis Soychak, a squat sophomore,
Yankee Conference title. Emery singles tournament by defeating the who has been alternating between in the Fraternity basketball campaign, Chip Moody with a starcommented, "Boys like Golden, leading contenders in the field. On second and third.
Noyes, and Young, need only a the other end of that ladder tournaAt first, Raymond had visions of tling record breaking 54 point
couple of weeks of practice to get ment. Ellie Pfeifer took consolation shifting Soychak to the
hot corner effort against Tau Ep is virtually
Frosh baseball Coach Hal Woodback on their game and if they honors.
but the fine playing ability shown by assured of capturing the individubury announced that all candidates
get this opportunity before meetSquare Dance Club is sponsoring Arnold and Di Giovanni has changed al scoring honors.
ing Connecticut on April 22, they its annual "Hoe Down Hop" this his plans for the time being.
Maody was unstoppable against interested in trying out for the freshhave an even-stephen chance of Saturday night. There will be fun Three Vie
Tau
Ep, tossing in an amazing 26 field man baseball squad will report for
For Second
heating the champs and take the for everyone there.
goals to raise his season's average practice Monday, March 29, at 6:15
However. Raymond stated that
Members of the Officials' Club took
title for themselves."
to 20.4 per game. Oddly enough p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
either
Steve
Novick
Soycha
or
would
k
Woodbury also stated that freshtheir
rating
tests
last week. Miss
TENNIS—Tennis interest is on the
Moody's brilliant performance came
be on second. He also noted that he
just two nights after John Bosse of man pitchers and catchers, who are
upswing here what with the recent Inez L. Smith and Janie Ingraham rewants to take three second basemen
Sigma Chi had poured 41 markers to currently working out with Coach
completion of several asphalt courts newed their National rating. Anita
on
the trip who can also be played
Ramsde
ll earned her National rating.
set a new gym record. Moody has Raymond, will continue to do so.
and a tremendous potential in the
at other positions. The other candiamassed the amazing total of 307
freshman class. Coach Russell has Janie Bacon got her Associative. Ellie date for
the keystone slot is sopho- points
Easter
earned
Local
rating.
in fifteen games and has one Volleyball Due To Start
four top men in Ernie Sutton, Ken
more
Jerry
Wright
.
Barbara Moore was elected by the
game left against Kappa Sig.
Barnard, Brooks Whitehouse, and
The pitching department. where Moody Has
WAA Council to serve as the FreshAfter Spring Vacation
Big Lead
Ship Hall, who he thinks will imthere are six veterans, is pretty well
man representive to Council.
In
second place is slim Maurice
prove last year's mediocre season.
Sam Sezak announced that the volPenny Carnival was a huge suc- set. Charlie Otterstedt is still rated "Wilky" Wilkin
son of ATO who has leyball season will
The tennis team, like the golf team, cess and congrat
begin Tuesday,
tops
by
Raymond followed by Blaine 252 points in
ulations for a fine job
fifteen ball games for April 13, at 6:30. The
has depth which leads Russell to go to Mu Verril,
schedule has
general chairman of Trafton and Gus Folsom.
a 16.8 average. Wilkie moved up two not been release
conjecture that the team will do cred- the affair. Thanks are
d yet, but it will be
sent to all
Behind the leaders giving the squad notches last week as he hit for
25 in next week's Campus. Sevente
itable showing in both Yankee Con- those who helped in any and every
en
plenty of depth are veteran righthand- against Sigma Chi and 31 against
fraternities and six dorm teams are
ference and State Series play.
way.
ers Perky Dean and John Dana. Kappa Sig.
expected to enter.

Sigma Chi Takes
College Hoop
Title This Year

Raymond Jugcdes Bear Infield
For Best Possible Combination

I

Women's Spors

Chip Sets Mark
In Hoop League

Cubs Try Monday
For Baseball Team

NC,
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Maine Wins Six
Debates At Tourney

University Society
BY HILDA STERLING

A variety of social functions have taken place this week as
many campus organizations are rounding out their pre-vacation
activities.

Square Dance Club's Hop
In Memorial Gym Friday
The Square Dance Club w ill

Maine won four out of six debates sponsor its annual "Hoe Down
at the annual State Series Tournament Hop." tomorrow, March 26, in
held at Bates College last Saturday, the Memorial Gym from
8-11:30
March 20. Stanley Clish and Zane p.",.
Thompson v.on from Colby and BowThe caller will be Hal Kearney
doin and lost to Bates. Jessie Sargent with music by his Country Hornand Joan Williams v. on from Colby
piper orchestra. A variety of
and Bates and lost to Bowdoin.
dances will be held during the
Bates and Bowdoin also won four evening, and instructions will be
out of six debates at the tournament. given.
The trophy was then awarded on a
Admission price will be 50e
point system to the college with the
per person.
highest judges' ratings. Bates was
arded the trophy with 13 points to •
its credit. Bowdoin had 12, Maine,
10, and Colby, 1.

Herbert Elliott Gets
Physics Award
Herbert E. Elliot. Jr., South Portland, has been honored as the highest
ranking freshman in the first semester
of general physics for the fall at the
Unisersity.
An achievement award—an engraved copy of the Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics, donated by
the Chemical Rubber Company,
Cleveland. Ohio.—;ill he presented to
him.

Chi Omega held its annual scholLinda Blackwood, Joan Gerrish,
and Carol Langlois were initiated in- arship supper at the Orono Communto Pi Beta Phi at a formal ceremony ity Center Monday evening. The suplast Monday evening. The initiation per was prepared by the sophomore
was followed by an informal social members, and entertainment was provided by the seniors. Doris Richards
hour.
Diane Liyingston. Barbara Berce, and Liz Pierce received recognition
News? Call Ext. 242.
were for achieving four point, and Jo RobMcGouldrick
Nancy
and
pledged to Chi Omega last Monday erts was awarded the "Girl of the
•
evening. After the ceremony, the Month" bracelet. Mary Small was
group enjoyed a social hour featuring general chairman.
Congratulations are in order for
movies and refreshments.
Carlene Lobley of Delta Delta Delta
The freshman
for arranging such a successful Fash- , John Randall Named
girls gave a party
The Maine Day Committee is looking for suggestions
ion Show.
Sophofor the
Maine Day Chairman
of
worthwhile
projects. You are urged to write your sugmore Eagles last
Pinned:
by
named
been
gestions
below
has
and place them in the Maine Day Suggestion
Randall
John
evening
Tuesday
Bill Dow, Delta Tau Delta. to Carol
Box at the Union Information Counter.
the General Student Senate as general
in Balentine SmokFarrow.
chairman of Maine Day.
er. Each Eagle
Engaged:
Serving with Randall will be three
was presented with
Sandy Sawyer to Bob Dunning,
each class. They were
a gift from her
USAF; Eda Hay ward to Hugh Mor- members of
by the Senate as follows:
nominated
Eaglets. Refreshrison.
Seniors: Anne Austin. Charles A.
ments were served and entertainment Married:
and Armond A. Theharge.
McCluskey
was provided by the freshmen.
Nancy Davis to Phil Johnson;
Juniors: Donald F. Littlefield.
Sigma Nu held its annual "Roaring Elaine Luce, Machias, to George
Frank Reynolds, anl Terry V. SprenTwenties" party Friday evening. Ap- Leadbetter.
couples
seventy-five
kel.
proximately
danced to the music of Franklin St.
Sophomores: Jerry N. Pangakis,
Nomination of officers for the
John and his orchestra. Dr. and Mrs. Newman Club will be held at Grace Libby, and Betsy Harvey.
Jacob Berg and Prof. and Mrs. Fred- 7:30 p.m. on March 31. 1954, at
Freshmen: Kenneth Rand, Bareric Martin chaperoned the affair.
New nian Hall.
bara R. Berce. and Earl L. Adams. •
•
Approximately fifty couples attended the "Gay Nineties" party at Lambda Chi Alpha Friday evening. Music
was furnished by Sam Ariner and his
orchestra. Chaperoning the party
were Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Jenness and
. Sprague. Arrangements were
"Ma"
made by Bill Ruff.
Alpha Tau Omega held its annual
"Military Brawl" Friday evening.
Chaperoning the party were Mrs.
Helen Meek and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
D. Boutilier. Jack MacDonough and
his orchestra provided the music.
"Suppressed Desire" was the theme
of the party at Phi Eta Kappa Friday
evening. Seventy-five couples danced
to the music of Hal Burrill and his
orchestra. Chaperons for the affair
were Mr. and Mrs. Nate Rich and
Mrs. .4nnis Cook.
(Isn't this why more people want
On Friday evening Delta Tau DelChevrolets than any other car?)
ta held its annual "Forty-niner" party.
Chaperons for the event were Dr. and
Nit's. Robert Dunlap, Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Wylie, and Mother Barron.
Music was provided by George Seaman and his orchestra.
Bernie Freedlander was in charge
of the party at Tau Epsilon Phi Saturday evening. Capt. and Mrs. Robert Chabot and Miss Inge Nachum
chaperoned the affair.
Delta Zeta held a formal ceremony
Sunday afternoon initiating the folSee how Chevrolet stays ahead of other low-priced cars in all
lowing freshman girls: Jane Brown.
KenJudy Dale. Mary Donnell, Pat
the things that mean the most to you. See how much less Chevrolet
nerson. Betty McKusick, and Eleacosts you—it's the lowest-priced line of them all. Come on in
nor Zoidis.
On Sunday evening Lambda Chi
and let us show you how you can have the things you want and
Alpha held its annual Founders' Day
be a good many dollars ahead with a new Chevrolet.
Banquet at the Oronoka. Dr. WilThat's promising a lot, but we welcome the chance to prove it!
marth Starr was the guest speaker.
ceremonies.
of
master
was
Mr. Beal
The affair w as attended by sixty-five
alumni, brothers, and pledges.

'Vol

ANY IDEAS?

A

and buy—

What you want most
Chevrolet gives you first

•

OUT AHEAD

"OLD HOME
BREAD"
Super Enriched
for
Better Health

N ISSEN'S
BAKERY
PRODUCTS

with that bigger,

lower look. Only Chevrolet and leading
higher-priced cars have Body by Fisher
with that big, smooth, low-slung look.

OUT AHEAD

with zippy, thrifty
Powerglide. It's the first and most ad-

vanced automatic transmission in the
low-price field. Acceleration is instantly
responsive and as smooth as silk. Optional on all models at extra cost.

OUT AHEAD

with the highestcompression overhead valve engines.
Chevrolet's great engines hove the
highest compression ratio of any leading
low-priced car.

OUT AHEAD

with that smooth and
solid big-car ride. Chevrolet's the only

low-priced car with Unitized Knee-Action
—one reason for its finer road-smoothing,
road-hugging ride.

with bigger brakes.

Chevrolet brakes are largest in the lowprice field for smoother, safer stops!
SYMBOL
OF
SAVINGS

OUT AHEAD

CHEVROLET

EMBLEM
OF
EXCELLEnCE

OUT AHEAD with automatic power
controls. Chevrolet is the first low-priced
car to bring you all the latest automatic
power features and controls as extracost options.

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone diectory

Irvi

